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Introduction 
Blackburn Village is a large informal settlement that borders the Ohlanga River on Sugar Cane road,                

located alongside the N2, and lies on the perimeter of the Cornubia development area. According to                

Senior officials at eThekwini Human Settlements, households in Blackburn Village have been            

numbered, electrified and provided with interim services such as electricity, waste removal and             

sanitation blocks (personal communication June 2017). These are part of the in-situ upgrade process,              

determined by the housing prioritisation model. Due to high population density in the area, it is                

expected that some households will be relocated but that the majority will receive housing units in                

their current location. According to a social impact assessment conducted in 2015, 42 households              

from Blackburn Village were beneficiaries of houses in Cornubia Pilot Phase (Real Consulting, 2015),              

other beneficiaries were relocated from other settlements in eThekwini. More recently the current             

councillor estimates that a total of 150 households have been resettled in the Cornubia housing               

project from Blackburn Village (personal communication June 2017). 

The process for upgrading informal settlements in-situ involves the participation of local settlement             

representatives in the form of a Community Development Committee (CDC), however not all             

communities have functioning committees and their role in the development of housing can be              

limited to maintaining the housing list of residents who are eligible for upgrade (Patel 2015). It is                 

argued that the housing allocation process of in-situ upgrades in eThekwini “breeds competition             

among residents along existing social fault lines of ethnicity, nationality and party political contest,              

which… undermines the ideals of inclusive citizenship” (Patel 2015: 13). Blackburn Village was            

selected as the proposed site for our research as an example of the in-situ upgrade housing model                 

implemented in South Africa. It also offers valuable insight into what potential beneficiaries of the               

Cornubia mixed housing model experience in their narratives of home and neighbourhood.  

Our study looked at two frameworks for understanding the community and place identities that              

emerged - the concept of “arrival cities” and Dixon and Durrheim (Dixon and Durrheim 2004)               

framing of place identities. As discussed in the first section, we position these two frameworks               

within the broader body of literature around lived experiences of informal settlements, and             

reframing informal settlements as spaces of opportunities, instead of problems that need to be              

eradicated, to set up our study and its position within the literature. This is important considering                

Blackburn is set on the periphery of one of KZN’s biggest on-going housing developments, and could                

be critical learning grounds for how to house the urban poor. Next we discuss our methodology,                

which was extremely challenging but also provides some really interesting lessons for future             

researchers. The next section is the bulk of our findings and analysis. We’ve broken this up into three                  

main sections: case study analysis, narrative analysis and answering the research questions. The             

case study analysis section discusses context specific details, such as the origins of the settlement,               

location, and socioeconomic information. The Narrative analysis discusses two high-level narratives -            

that of the residents and their lived experience, and that of the political and developmental narrative                

outside of Blackburn. The last section of the analysis takes each research question and provides               

detailed findings that pertain to that research question. In our discussion section, we draw out a few                 

recommendations based on the most critical findings. We conclude by suggesting further research             

points. 
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Position within the literature 
Informal settlements have received a lot of negative attention, where the focus is on the problems                

of pollution, public health, access to basic services (See for example, (Menshawy, Shafik, and khedr               

2016; Govender, Barnes, and Pieper 2011). The focus on governance and infrastructural problems             

with informal settlements tends to overlook the socio-spatial dynamics of these places and why              

people settle in such places. 

Previously, under the auspices of the “Cities without slums” agenda, policymakers all over the world               

treated informal settlements as something that needed to be eradicated and the people living in               

them needed to be relocated but there has been a welcomed shift to incrementally upgrade               

informal settlements in situ by providing basic services and support (Huchzermeyer 2011; Massey             

2014; Meth 2013; Simon 2015; Marais and Ntema 2013; Hunter and Posel 2012). However, even               

with this policy shift, the focus upon informal settlements tends to concentrate on infrastructure,              

building standards, and legal tenure. All of which are important for improving the lives of the urban                 

poor, but needs to be coupled with programmes that also address social and economic development               

needs.  

In situ upgrades in South Africa generally involve the incremental provision of basic services such as:                

water taps and ablution blocks, electricity, roads and stormwater drainage, and waste removal.             

Importantly, the residents are counted and given a house number which means that they will be                

accommodated during the upgrades. If reblocking takes place, some residents will be temporarily             

relocated until the infrastructure is laid and each household will be reallocated a plot of the same                 

size with building materials to rebuild their shack. Brown-Luthango et al (2017) describe the              

experience of three different in situ upgrades in the Western Cape: Freedom Park, Sheffield Road in                

Philippi, and Monwabisi Park, Khayelitsha. They interviewed residents with a focus on their             

perceptions of safety since upgrading took place. While many of the improvements to the built               

environment directly and indirectly improved the general well being and safety of the residents, they               

conclude that these physical improvements need to be accompanied by social and economic             

programmes and should be a component of wider strategies to address poverty and inequality. 

‘Upgrading programmes should take due cognisance of social networks and          

community cohesion within settlements and should find ways to support and           

enhance these. Given this, the research supports an in situ upgrading approach            

that focus on improving the safety, health and well-being of residents, where            

they are located, through the provision of a comprehensive package of services            

and infrastructure. Care has to be taken to ensure that upgrading interventions            

do not disrupt the social support networks and informal measures of social            

control which perform a vital function in informal settlements.’         

(Brown-Luthango, Reyes, and Gubevu 2017, 491) 

Even in other cities where in-situ upgrades of informal settlements have taken place, the attention               

to the built environment can overlook the socio-spatial factors that contribute to satisfaction, well              

being and improved living spaces. Socio-spatial factors such as informal systems within communities,             

social networks and capital, feelings of safety and well-being related to spatial conditions, are often               
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overlooked in the hurry to provide physical upgrades in informal settlements - this may also be due                 

to budget constraints that do not prioritise socio-economic development needs of these places. For              

example, in Kabul, Afghanistan, the vast majority of residents of the post-war urban settlement in               

Afshar area were satisfied with the physical improvements to their area but others pointed out that                

they desperately needed reliable water sources, and public open spaces to maintain social networks              

(Nazire et al. 2016).  

There is a tendency in the literature and policy to take a reactive approach to informal settlements,                 

focussing on the problems and challenges such as how to provide basic services, how to protect land                 

rights and how to deliver housing. This traditional perspective focuses on providing services for              

those that have arrived, and does not consider those that will come after. For example, eThekwini                

Municipality identified and relocated numerous households from an informal settlement called Sim            

Place in Durban to formal housing projects, however because they did not adequately control or plan                

for the continued influx of migrants, the settlement was as densely populated (if not more densely                

populated) than before the relocations (Posel and Marx 2013). A proactive approach and mandate is               

needed to plan for the people that are still to come.  

In rethinking urban informality, Okyere and Kita (2015, 110) argue that traditional perspectives tend              

to generalise the lack or absence of basic services of informal settlements, and as a result ignore the                  

opportunity to ‘learn from the failures of the state, coping strategies of the urban poor, the                

interconnectedness of the formal-informal and the resilience that comes with social networking.’            

The following sections will explore alternative ways of thinking about informality with a focus on the                

social and spatial aspects of informal settlements. 

A socio-spatial focus on informal settlements 

Thinking of informal settlements as an Arrival City is a useful way of understanding these spaces in                 

urban and peri-urban environments from a people centric perspective (PPT, 2014). First introduced             

by Saunders (2010), Arrival City refers to the places where migrants arrive in the city in search of                  

affordable living and access to the main attractions of the city: work, education, etc. This term is                 

applied to colonias populares, favela, slums, and squatter camps - it is a catch-all phrase and allows                 

commonalities and differences to be drawn from comparable places all over the world (Taubenböck,              

Kraff, and Wurm 2018). Blackburn Informal Settlement is a good example of an Arrival City where                

most of the residents are migrants from rural places in the Eastern Cape such as Lusikisiki, Bizane                 

and Flagstaff looking for work opportunities. This term is a useful point of reference in our study                 

because it places emphasis on the social and spatial reasons people settle in such places, rather than                 

the legal or illegal status of tenure or poor quality of the built environment.  

A report by StatsSA (2016) described informal settlements as “migrant receiving areas” and migrants              

as “new arrivals”. Arrival cities offer new arrivals a place to stay while they find work in the city.                   

Robinson summarised these arrival functions as: the creation and maintenance of a network – a               1

web of human relationships, an entry mechanism, an urban establishment platform and a social              

1 Robinson, P. (not published) Arrival City - a new perspective on urban development. Draft prepared for 

@Liberty 
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mobility path. Saunders (2010, 21) describes informal settlements as ‘repositories of social capital,             

machines for its creation and distribution’. Assuming that new arrivals achieve their objective to find               

work, the expectation may be that they will also find better accommodation or upgrade their               

accommodation thus ending the life of that arrival city, according to Saunders.  

Thinking of Blackburn Informal Settlement as an “arrival city” leads us to ask questions about the                

people living in the informal settlement and what their intentions, aspirations and livelihood             

strategies are. It leads us to think about the place as a permanent space for temporary needs - a                   

receiving area for new arrivals. The term refers largely to sites of urban migration and social mobility                 

which leads us to also think of how these places are connected to the rest of the city, like a                    

launchpad for new migrants who service the city's growth. There are however a few immediately               

apparent shortcomings with the term “arrival city” - it over emphasises the value of informal               

settlements as sites of and vehicles for urban migration and social mobility, which might overshadow               

the value of informal settlements for second or third generation residents and the urban poor in                

general.  

Turok et al. (2017) refer to two contrasting frameworks which explain the different ways informal               

settlements can influence human development and social mobility: ‘On the one hand, informal             

settlements offer optimism and hope as low-cost gateways to urban economic possibilities for             

people determined to improve their circumstances by migrating from distressed rural areas            

(‘pathways-out-of-poverty’)’ (ibid, p.2). This approach cautions that government intervention or          

development must be limited to avoid raising living costs and displacing the poor. ‘Alternatively,              

urban slums confine residents to enduring adversity, vulnerability and insecurity because the            

inhospitable environment stifles progress and holds people back from accessing the meagre            

opportunities available (‘cul-de-sacs’)’ (ibid, p.3). This approach welcomes government intervention          

and welfare measures to create stability and security which is believed will encourage greater              

ownership, belonging and investment in situ and ultimately lead to all-round development.  

Based on data from the South African National Income Dynamics Study (NIDS), Turok et al. (2017)                

test what role informal settlements play in social mobility. Between 2008 and 2012, more people               

remained in extreme poverty or poverty in rural areas than those living in informal urban               

settlements, and more people living in informal urban settlements transitioned out of poverty than              

those living in rural areas. They conclude that rural areas are more of a poverty trap or “cul-de-sac”                  

than informal urban settlements, however formal urban areas experienced the greatest retention of             

people out of poverty and transition of people in poverty or extreme poverty out of poverty, and are                  

more of a “pathway-out-of poverty” than informal settlements. What is apparent from their             

research is that informal urban settlements can be both a poverty trap and a pathway out of                 

poverty, and that regional economic conditions also play an important influencing factor - meaning              

that ‘informal settlements may function more like pathways-out-of-poverty in relatively buoyant           

regions, and more like cul-de-sacs in more depressed regions’ (Turok, Budlender, and Visagie 2017,              

22). They motivate that further research in the social and spatial dynamics of informal settlements is                

required. 

In their review of the literature on spatial aspects affecting the labour market, Blaauw and Krugell                

(2011) find that various authors identify a relationship between (un)employment and: urbanisation,            
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proximity to jobs in the urban centre, as well as social capital in neighbourhood networks. Their                

research specifically focussed on the impact of location upon the earnings of day labourers. Their               

findings support the view that ‘the size and proximity of economic activity found in cities and large                 

towns ensure a thick labour market that allows for better matching between workers and jobs’ (ibid,                

2). The results of their national survey of 3812 day labourers in 2007 show that the earnings of day                   

labourers in South African informal economy are positively related to levels of education, vocational              

training and the ability to do higher skilled jobs, and that a thick labour market as found in urban                   

centres enables labourers to leverage their advantages for better earnings (ibid).  

A SERI research project by Budlender and Royston (2016) tested the extent of a spatial mismatch in                 

all 8 metros of South Africa. (Spatial mismatch refers to the mismatch between where people live                

and their access to employment - unemployment is likely to be highest in areas where people do not                  

live in close proximity to appropriate jobs). Their research ‘explores a poverty trap which is               

intricately linked to city structure and South Africa’s dysfunctional labour market: living in a              

badly-located area makes it more difficult to find a job but well-located areas are unaffordable for                

the poor’ (ibid, 9). Although their findings were inconclusive for Cape Town and Nelson Mandela               

Bay, they found that the residential areas furthest from urban areas with the highest job density,                

had the highest rates of unemployment in all other metros. They acknowledge that their method               

applied a direct line distance (as the crow flies) which can underestimate the distance from or                

proximity to jobs given that travelling distances may be worse for areas further from the urban                

centre. Despite the few methodological limitations of their research, the graphical evidence shows a              

significant spatial relationship between unemployment and proximity to areas of higher job density.  

There is a time and monetary cost to commuters who live far from work opportunities. Using                

national public transport survey data, Kerr (2015) estimates that the implied time and monetary tax               

of commuting by minibus taxi is between 26% and 29% of income, and for bus commuters it is                  

between 31% and 40%, compared to those who can walk which is less than 8%. Given the current                  

inefficiencies and cost of public transport in South Africa (Behrens and Behrens 2004; Venter 2011),               

there is a real incentive to live in walking distance from work opportunities or even to work from                  

home. 

Another reason for the labour market spatial mismatch relates to the flow of knowledge of job                

opportunities and recruitment and hiring methods of different firms. Crankshaw (2014:514) states:            

‘Our survey results revealed that, contrary to the assumptions made by the spatial mismatch              

hypothesis, only one-half to two thirds of respondents relied on neighbourhood-based social            

networks to get a job. The rest of the respondents relied on social networks that were found outside                  

their own neighbourhood’. Crankshaw (2014) concludes that regardless of where they live, job             

seekers with work experience and social networks are connected to the jobs network through which               

job referrals are made, however job seekers without work experience are not connected directly to               

the jobs network and must rely on their social networks within their own neighbourhoods. In areas                

of high unemployment, it is likely to be more difficult for job seekers without work experience to                 

therefore access job opportunities if income to travel in search of work is limited.  

A socio-spatial focus on informal settlements also considers other dynamics beyond employment            

opportunities and place, it can include the relationship between space and: other income or              
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livelihood opportunities, important amenities such as hospitals and schools, perceptions and           

experiences of safety and crime, social networks, social status, social relationships and informal             

systems, and cultural values and practices. The next section will highlight the literature which              

exposes some of the social dynamics of living in informal settlements and the lived experiences of                

in-situ upgrades.  

Lived experiences of in-situ upgrades 

Lemanski, Charlton and Meth (2017) identify that there is a need to understand people's lived               

experience of state housing and the ways people "make a home out of it". This is also true for                   

informal settlements which have undergone in-situ upgrades provided by the state. Our study is              

interested in the lived experiences and narratives of home and neighbourliness in Blackburn informal              

settlement. 

Massey (2014) observes that the literature does not go further to understand the lived experiences               

of people after they have received housing and/or in-situ upgrade services. After the upgrading of               

Makhaza and New Rest in Cape Town (provision of formal housing), she shows how residents build                

informal backyard shacks and informal businesses ‘to maintain social networks and ensure the             

maintenance of societal connections and reciprocation systems (part of the survival system of             

livelihoods)’(ibid, 294). Seeing urban informality only as a problem neglects the valuable socio-spatial             

services that it offers the urban poor, and providing formal infrastructure will not necessarily              

displace the informal or “solve the problem”. An informant in her study called it ‘a return to                 

informality’ (ibid, 294). Her study shows that there are certain functions of informal settlements that               

are clearly invaluable to residents, so much so that they are reintroduced after the upgrades.  

After the “formalisation” of Freedom Square in Bloemfontein, Marais and Ntema (2013) noted that              

properties were transferred from one owner to the next informally. In this way, residents              

reinstituted informal systems after the settlement was formalised because, on the one hand, there is               

value in these informal systems, and on the other hand, the cost of formalised systems is                

unaffordable.  

In contrast, Patel (2013) documented the role of the Community Development Committee (CDC) in              

the in-situ upgrade of Zwelitsha in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. The informal settlement of Zwelitsha was              

upgraded in the form of infrastructure and formal housing. There was enough space adjacent to the                

settlement for a contractor to build formal housing for 50 beneficiaries, before demolishing the              

shacks and building another 50 formal houses and so forth until the whole settlement was upgraded.                

The project started in 2005 and was completed in 2007. The CDC played a gatekeeper role in: i)                  

developing the list of beneficiaries who would receive a 2 room house, ii) meeting with the                

Municipal authorities and ii) facilitating the entry of contractors to do the building work.              

Post-upgrade, the CDC also monitored and regulated house use. The committee prohibited the             

building of informal backyard shacks, informal extensions and “shebeens”; only formal extensions            

were permitted. Patel (ibid, 215) acknowledges that ‘[t]hese rules have greatly restricted livelihood             

opportunities for homeowners’, however the community narratives show that there is support for             

the rules, because they are believed to ‘create a pleasant, unthreatening and aesthetically pleasing              
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environment (ibid 216).’ In this case study, “a return to informality” was prohibited by the               

committee, with consent by the community. 

In a comparative study of three in-situ upgrades in Cape Town, Brown-Luthango et al (2017)               

assessed residents’ experience of violence and feelings of safety and well-being before and after the               

upgrades. The three sites experienced different physical upgrades and upgrading processes. In            

Freedom Park, Mitchell’s Plain, the City of Cape Town led the upgrading process with active               

community involvement. In Freedom Park, 493 households received formal houses including the            

provision of water, flush toilets and electricity, and formal title deeds. In Sheffield Road, Philippi, two                

non-governmental organisations worked with the City of Cape Town to incrementally address the             

challenges of the informal settlement. They did so by involving residents in the planning stage and by                 

reblocking the settlement, where houses were reorganised to make space for access roads and              

laying infrastructure for basic services (electricity, communal water and ablution facilities) as well as              

public open spaces. Residents of Sheffield road were also given new building materials for shacks               

that needed to be rebuilt. And in Monwabisi Park, Khayelitsha, upgrading was implemented by the               

Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) programme with participation from a           

community committee in prioritising projects and following up on implementation. A set of projects              

were undertaken at the time of the study, including the improvement of public spaces, sports fields,                

the provision of electricity, a community centre, tenure certificates and social services such as a               

Neighbourhood Watch, Early Childhood Development and a Social Development Fund for sports and             

cultural activities. 

Across all three sites, ‘[t]he provision of basic services has a significant impact, both in terms of a                  

physical improvement in people’s living conditions as well as the psychological aspects related to              

feelings of dignity and recognition’ (Brown-Luthango, Reyes, and Gubevu 2017, 489). In terms of              

residents’ experience of violence and feelings of safety and well-being after the upgrades, ‘spatial              

reconfiguration of the dwellings [re-blocking in Sheffield] has improved community cohesion and            

neighbourliness which have contributed to a reduction in violence and crime and increased feelings              

of safety’ (ibid, 489). However, ‘[i]n Freedom Park, quite the opposite happened where respondents              

felt that the provision of formal houses have contributed to a loss of community cohesion and                

solidarity amongst residents’ (ibid, 489). 

In Monwabisi Park, Khayelitsha: 

‘Robbery still occurs in empty fields, on paths on the way to work, or by the bushes, which 

have to be used because of the lack of toilets. Houses are still temporary structures subject to 

housebreaking and this means that a great portion of the population feels unsafe even at 

home. The lack of streets combined with hidden corners and paths between the houses allow 

criminals to hide whilst impeding police access to the area. 

It should also be mentioned that shebeens are an increasing concern as they are linked to 

substance abuse and other forms of violence and crime such as fights, rape and gang activity. 

Copper-cable stealing is also frequent after electrification. And, whilst the community 

considers patrolling an effective response to crime, it is still closely linked to mob justice.’ 

(ibid, 488) 
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The lived experiences of these three in-situ upgrades highlight a number of significant socio-spatial              

factors affecting the well-being of residents; specifically how shared spaces, community cohesion,            

and the ability of households to secure and protect their property influence residents’ experience of               

violence, crime and feelings of safety and well-being. 

Our research contributes qualitative data in the form of narratives of residents living in Blackburn               

Informal Settlement to the growing literature on informal settlements and in-situ upgrading focusing             

on socio-spatial dynamics. We focus specifically on Blackburn residents’ place identities and what             

they reveal about the socio-spatial dynamics through their narratives of home and neighbourliness.             

The following section will present a few examples of how place identities have been used in the                 

literature to better understand socio-spatial aspects of people’s lived experiences. 

Place identities in the context of informal settlements 

In human geography, Lombard (2014, 11) explains that a ‘[s]ense of place, perhaps the most difficult                

to capture, is the subjective emotional attachment people have to a place'. The sense of place that                 

people in informal settlements experience might be a mixture of positive and negative emotional              

attachments to the place, but this also changes over time.  

The process of constructing place identities is called place-making and involves individual and             

collective processes. Within the literature, Dixon and Durrheim (Dixon and Durrheim 2004) discern             

four processes of constructing place identities. Place identities are constructed through i) a sense of               

insideness; ii) personal investment; ii) strategies for self-realisation using the physical environment;            

and iv) association to place based on ability to realise self-worth.  

As experienced in Delft South, Cape Town, Oldfield (2004) shows that the collective experience of               

hardships can build trust and a sense of community across race and cultural differences. She               

observed that the place identities of residents were influenced by their interaction with the state for                

housing and their participation in community organisations.  

Certain elements of the physical environment can also inhibit the realisation of self. Molelekoa et al                

(nd) explain how not having a street address can impact the dignity of people living in an informal                  

settlement. Over and above the practical importance of having a street address (for emergency              

response and for identification for public services and revenue collection), street names are also              

symbolic and can create a sense of belonging or become a source of political tension (Forrest 2018).  

In the face of mostly negative perceptions about informal settlements which compound their             

marginalisation, Lombard (2014) uses place-making as an analytical lens to understand the formal             

and informal influences involved in the spatial and social construction of place. For informal              

settlement dwellers, she points out: 

‘Seeing place as process provides a way of reframing informal settlement dwellers as             

agents, acting within the constraints of existing structures, but also embodying the            

possibility of resistance to and even disruption of these structures through incremental            

change, echoing the suggestion of ‘quiet encroachment’.’ (Lombard 2014, 13) 
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In the same vane, Oldfield and Greyling (2015) describe the invasion of land by informal settlement                

dwellers as ‘ordinary encroachment’ because while they wait for promises of housing, people in              

South Africa contentiously and legitimately make do in the grey spaces of urban cities. These               

perspectives draw attention to the ways in which informal settlement dwellers claim their rights to               

the city through processes of place-making. 

The changing and evolving sense of place (the process of place-making) is influenced both by people                

residing in the place as well as outsiders, such as planners, developers, onlookers, and neighbouring               

communities. In a later study, Lombard (2015) explains how territorial stigmatisation is experienced             

by low-income neighbourhoods in cities in both the global north and south. And although the               

discourse of informal settlements in urban and development studies “may be used to illuminate              

conditions of poverty, also contain the possibility of entrenching it” (Lombard 2015, 657).             

Accordingly, how scholars and urban developers describe informal settlements and what activities,            

people and conditions we associate with these spaces will have an impact upon the place identities                

residents construct themselves. 

For example, Auyero (1999) presented the narratives of people living in a slum in Argentina. He tells                 

the story of a woman who, when interviewed admitted that she was ashamed of living in the slum                  

and doesn’t tell her friends where she lives. Through many narratives, Auyero (1999) also shows that                

the negative association of the slum with poverty and crime, in fact, attracts crime, police brutality,                

and illegal activities, and has an impact on people’s place identities through stigmatisation and              

shaming. 

In South Africa, Ballard (2004) examined the opinions of people living in a middle-class suburb               

neighbouring an informal settlement in Durban. He observed that for the privileged spectator,             

informal settlements can be seen as threatening the material (deteriorating the property values) and              

non-material value of neighbouring properties. These middle-class perceptions and feelings of threat            

contributed to the policy rhetoric encouraging the removal of slums. Ironically, he concludes that              

the people most affected by decreasing property values directly contributed to the hostile             

perceptions of informal settlements that caused their properties to devalue in the first place (ibid,               

71).  

This research of narratives of home and neighbourliness in Blackburn Village will contribute to the               

literature using place identities and place-making as a theoretical lens for understanding            

socio-spatial dynamics of informal settlements in the global south. For instance, we examine how              

residents of Blackburn experience a sense of insideness, and how personal investment in the              

informal settlement is limited thereby limiting their ability to realise self-worth. Using the term              

arrival cities, we acknowledge that informal settlements do experience greater poverty, worse            

pollution, poor and dangerous living environments, but it is hoped that a new perspective of urban                

informality, can attract positive attention and a more balanced sense of place for residents and               

neighbours.  

“The arrival city wants to be normal, wants to be included. If it is given the resources to                  

do so, it will flourish; without them it is likely to explode. The arrival city is not a static                   
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fixed place. Rather it is a dynamic location headed on a trajectory. It is within our                

power to decide where that trajectory leads.” (Saunders 2010, 75) 

 

.  
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Method 
 

Site Selection 

Blackburn Informal Settlement was selected as our research site for two reasons. Firstly, some              

fieldwork had already been conducted in Blackburn by Abigail in 2016; she had a good relationship                

with a local facilitator, which would make it possible to return to the site. Secondly, Blackburn lies on                  

the perimeter of Cornubia - a mega catalytic mixed income and mixed-use development project.              

While Blackburn is an informal settlement undergoing in-situ upgrades, Cornubia is a greenfields             

housing project with immense hype and attention from the public and private sector. Cornubia and               

its planned incorporation of Blackburn make this an interesting and somewhat unique state-driven             

housing project.  

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

To capture the narratives of residents living in Blackburn as well as the developers responsible for                

accommodating Blackburn, we used a number of qualitative data collection methods. We started by              

hosting 2 focus groups and attempted to use autophotography to capture their feelings of home and                

neighbourliness in Blackburn. This was unsuccessful for a number of reasons (see detailed             

methodology in the Appendix). Unfortunately, our first local facilitator was no longer available to              

assist us with permission and access to the community. We were not able to find another local                 

facilitator with the same confidence and rapport with the community so we revised our strategy and                

adopted an approach that allowed more flexibility and less coordination. Permission to conduct the              

research was obtained from the Ward Councillor and the Area Committee Chairperson. 

We conducted 8-10 site visits with 2-3 team members whereby we would ask to interview people we                 

saw on the road or outside their home. Interviewees were randomly selected and not prearranged.               

Interviews were conducted in isiZulu or isiXhosa with assistance of fieldwork translators. At times,              

the questions would be asked in English and translated to the interviewee, and at other times, the                 

researcher and/or fieldwork translator would have a conversation with the interviewee and translate             

afterwards.  

The walk-about method of approaching and selecting interviewees allowed us to access people at a               

time and place that was convenient for them without having to arrange a specific meeting place or                 

time. Interview questions were open ended and conversational. We told willing participants that we              

were working on a project that documents the history and lived experiences of residents in               

Blackburn. We found that this way of framing our research was easy for participants to understand                

and allowed people to open up about their personal experiences. This approach also invited              

participants to reflect on their personal experience of home and neighbourliness as it relates to their                

place of origin or rural home.  
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We asked each interviewee for verbal and/or written consent to conduct the interview, record the               

interview using an audio recorder, and consent to use the audio recordings in a podcast.               

Interviewees also gave consent for the researchers to use their own name or a for their interview to                  

be anonymous. Photographs were also taken with permission from residents or research            

participants present during site visits.  

Table 1: Tally of all sources of data collected and analysed 

Data source Quantity 

Participants in focus group 1 9 

Participants in focus group 2 6 

Interviews with audio recordings 23 

Interviews transcribed and translated 
records 

20 

Feedback surveys captured 80 

Site visits ±17 

Site visit photos 54 

Participant photos 19 

Google satellite images 12 

Descriptive statistics from 2011 Census  

 

The process of analysing all the data sources involved 3 different methods - illustration, creating a                

podcast, and post-coding in Nvivo. The process of creating an illustration of the History of Blackburn                

which we planned to share with the research participants and community at large enabled us to                

distil the collective narratives of how and why people found themselves living in Blackburn. The               

illustration shown below depicts the journey of residents to Blackburn, with icons of Gateway and               

typical jobs that people came in search of. The phrases commenting on the current state and lived                 

experience of Blackburn were placed to initiate conversation with residents and to validate our              

findings.  
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Figure 1: Illustration of the History of Blackburn from residents’ narratives 

 

The illustration was also meant to serve as a form of feedback for the community - explaining what                  

information we had gathered and gathering feedback from them - whether they agreed or disagreed               

with our findings. Due to various difficulties, we disseminated feedback forms with the same              

statements derived from our findings. 80 surveys were completed, captured and analysed. 

 

Table 2: Number and percentage of sample that agreed with Feedback Survey statements 

Statements derived from findings Agree (out of 80) % 

Ngilana ngizofune nje umsebenzi. 
I’m really just here looking for work. Any work. 

80 100 

Ngikhona ukubeka imali eningi ngokuhlala lana. 
I save a lot of money by living here. 

70 87,5 

Nginamahloni ngoba ngesikhathi befika lana babone ukungcola kodwa. 
I’m ashamed because when they came here they only saw rubbish. 

77 96,25 

Ngesonto abantu abaningi bayaphuza babukele nebhola. 
On Sunday, lots of people are drinking and watching soccer 

77 96,25 

Ingane zami azihlani nami ngoba akuphephile.  
My children don’t live with me because it’s not safe. 

76 95 

Kuhle ukuba nezindlu zangasese kodwa isikhathi esiningi asizisebenzisi. 
Its nice that we have toilets but we often can’t use them. 

79 98,75 

 

The process of creating a podcast using the audio recordings involved retelling the collective              

narratives, however the audience was not only the residents but also outsiders. This involved using               

the audio recordings to explain what Blackburn informal settlement looks like and how different              

residents experience home and neighbourliness. Script writing, unlike report writing, proved to be a              

very good way of distilling the essence of the narratives. The focus of the podcast was to present a                   

balanced and accurate account of residents lived experience with enough context for listeners to              

understand. This journalistic process enabled us to work with the richness of the data not limited or                 

constrained by theoretical lenses or research questions. However when this was completed and the              
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themes were very apparent, we were able to use Nvivo to post code all the interviews according to                  

themes and the research questions. 

 

Limitations 

A number of limitations exist with all research projects. Here we highlight the limits of our sample.                 

We were only able to interview Blackburn residents that were not at work on the days we visited.                  

For this reason we went on different days of the week including weekends. We were only able to                  

interview one person who was working within the Municipality on the Cornubia Development             

project. Since the process of place making involves the narratives of non-residents, it would have               

been better to have had more interviews with managers in the municipality.  

Lastly, in order to truly capture how place identities change over time, and how upgrading impacts                

on place identities, one would need to conduct a longitudinal study and interview residents after the                

upgrading was complete. Blackburn has been partially upgraded, but not fully and therefore our              

findings only speak to the lived experience of an informal settlement in the process of receiving                

in-situ upgrades. 
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Analysis 
This section will present the results of our data analysis in two parts: Case study analysis and                 

Narrative analysis. Thereafter, we present our main findings as they relate to the research questions. 

 

Case study analysis 

This case study provides context-specific findings. There may or may not be similar experiences or               

socio-spatial dynamics experienced in other informal settlements in eThekwini, or other           

metropolitan areas in South Africa. 

Location and appearance 

Figure 2: Aerial view of Blackburn at dusk in 2018. Source https://cornubia.co.za/ 

 

From this aerial photograph of Blackburn, we can see how the informal settlement is surrounded by                

sugarcane fields, but very well located alongside the N2 freeway and in walking distance of the high                 

income Umhlanga Ridge and Izinga neighbourhoods, as well as the Cornubia development (the             

newly constructed wall of some kind in this picture is part of Cornubia development).  
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Figure 3: Map of Blackburn Village showing “clusters” applied in 2011 Census 

 

Blackburn Village is located on Sugarcane Road just north of Cornubia Mall and just west of the N2                  

Freeway. It borders the Ohlanga River and is surrounded by sugar cane fields still owned and farmed                 

by Tongaat Hulett. East of the N2 Freeway is Izinga and the Umhlanga Ridge - an area with high                   

income residential properties, as well as large commercial properties such as hotels and the Gateway               

Theatre of Shopping. A pedestrian bridge over the freeway links residents of Blackburn Village to the                

centre of Umhlanga. Residents are only 1 - 2 km walking distance from a large concentration of                 

low-skilled retail and security jobs. The greater area has also experienced much private and public               

construction activity which also places these residents in close proximity to construction-related            

jobs. 

 

Figure 4: Blackburn Village situated west of the N2 Freeway surrounded by sugarcane fields 
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The picture above was taken from the edge of Upper Choppers (pronounced Shappas), looking north               

to Lower Choppers, and over the sugarcane fields to the N2 freeway on the right-hand side of the                  

frame. In the far distance, Sibaya Casino can be seen. The picture below was taken from Sugarcane                 

Road at the edge of Lower Choppers, looking west to the old Centre of Blackburn village and Boxer                  

behind. Water runs down the road from ablution blocks and general rainwater run off collects at the                 

t-junction, making a very muddy entrance to Lower Choppers. The Ohlanga River runs along the right                

hand side of this road. It is a small stream but sometimes floods with heavy rains. 

 

Figure 5: Sugarcane Road, the border of Blackburn Village and the Ohlanga river 

 

Sugarcane Road is a gravel road travelling between farm land, which connects Blackburn Village to               

Waterloo and Verulam in the west, Cornubia Mall in the south and Sibaya Casino in the north. It is                   

possible to access Blackburn Village by road by bus or by using minibus taxis.  

In terms of appearance and location, Blackburn can be described as a mixture of both rural and                 

urban. The rural features of the built environment and activities we observed include the adjacent               

sugarcane fields and Ohlanga river, livestock (such as chickens), small food gardens, gravel roads,              

farm labourers returning from work in the sugarcane plantations, trees and birdlife. Urban features              

include homes built with scrap materials, high population density of the settlement, infrastructure             

(such as communal ablution blocks, electricity and water taps), spaza shops, tuck shops and              

shebeens. The location of Blackburn also contributes to this mixture of rural and urban. The               

settlement is located among rural farm roads and sugarcane fields, yet it is also within walking                

distance of a high concentration of jobs surrounding the Umhlanga Ridge. This can be explained by                

the origins and settlement of Balckburn - discussed in the next section.  
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Figure 6: cluster of photos depicting materials used to build shacks, bottom left shows old formal housing structure 

As can be seen in Figure 6, there are some old formal houses among the many informal dwellings.                  

Informal dwellings or shacks are commonly 1 or 2 rooms in size, built with wooden poles and                 

corrugated iron and scrap pieces of board, most use plastic sheeting for waterproofing (both on the                

walls and under the roof to prevent rain and runoff flooding their homes). Some have concrete                

flooring others just have carpets laid over compacted earth. Improvements are incrementally made             

to the shacks as and when materials are available, or there is some damage that needs to be fixed.  

Some households have fenced off a yard for parking, privacy or to grow vegetables. Other               

households share small open spaces or courtyards, for hanging washing and socialising. Upon             

entering the informal settlement from the top of Upper Choppers, the litter and the waste heaps are                 

immediately noticeable. The smell of rubbish and waste water from the ablution blocks spill into the                

main road, but as you walk between the informal dwellings in the settlement, the smell disappears.                

Homes are kept very clean inside and people sweep the entrance and path near their front door -                  

they lay carpets or mats and muddy shoes are left at the door. People seem to keep their individual                   

spaces clean, whereas communal spaces become dump sites. The rubbish and pollution is worst at               

the edges of the settlement, along the main footpaths out of the informal settlement, at the main                 

entrance where it is collected and removed by the municipality, and down the banks of the stream. 
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Blackburn is a fairly large informal settlement of approximately 3,500 people, and approximately             

1,600 informal structures and 40 formal brick and mortar structures on roughly 30ha according to               

the Cornubia Social Impact Assessment conducted in 2015; exactly 3420 people and 2440             

households according to the 2011 census data. This is substantially larger than other urban informal               

settlements that are usually limited in size by physical boundaries. 

Blackburn Village was not initially included in the planning of eThekwini Municipality’s Cornubia             

Development Area but it has since been included in Phase 2 and now it is referred to as Cornubia                   

Phase 2D. Cornubia is a mega catalytic project with funding from the Presidency. It is a green fields                  

development and much of the land was purchased by eThekwini municipality from Tongaat Hulett.              

However, Tongaat Hulett Developments (THDev) still own parts of the land and are development              

partners with the eThekwini Municipality. According to their website, “Cornubia is the first proposed              

sustainable and fully integrated human settlement in the region and has been declared a national priority                

project.” Cornubia will have mixed income residential properties, and it will be a mixed-use development               2

with sites for residential, commercial and industrial uses (not necessarily mixed use on the same               

property).  

 

Figure 7: Cornubia Development map (Source: Phase 2 Planning by RHDHV 2014) 

 

 

2 https://cornubia.co.za/about/ Accessed 6 March 2019 
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Origins and settlement 

Blackburn started as a small village accommodating indentured Indian labourers in the 1860s. These              

labourers were initially employed to work the sugar cane fields, but eventually entered into other               

trades and professions and raised their families here for many years. In 1950, during Apartheid, the                

Group Areas Act was passed and Blackburn Village was demarcated as an area where Indians were                

allowed to live. The Group Areas Act systematically and spatially separated based on race and               

non-white people were forced to leave white only areas forcing families to find new homes. During                

this time, a few more Indian families relocated to Blackburn Village which was still very rural, on the                  

outskirts of the city, surrounded by farmlands. Other areas demarcated for Indians, such as Verulam               

and Phoenix, are also nearby.  

In 1957 Group Areas Act was repealed allowing people to move and live in any neighbourhood,                

unrestricted by race. But it was mainly in the 1990s when apartheid officially ended that many new                 

people started to move into Blackburn, the majority of them Black African job seekers from the                

Eastern Cape. The ‘big city’ of Durban was seen as the land of abundant employment opportunities,                

especially with the development of the Umhlanga Ridge precinct, just a few kilometres from              

Blackburn. There were also push factors that drove many people to look for other options outside of                 

the rural life. Major declines in the agriculture sector, fleeing business and wealth, dwindling              

employment opportunities and a general disinterest in the region in national development policy             

created extreme conditions for poverty to take hold (Atkinson, 2009). Even though people were              

allowed to move freely, their options for making a better life were slim.  

Similar to the experience of other informal settlements in Durban (Posel and Marx 2013), migrants               

who established informal dwellings and backyard shacks in Blackburn Village began doing so in the               

‘70s, with the majority of migrants arriving in the ‘90s when Apartheid segregation laws and               

regulations were dismantled. Initially, Black people from rural areas such as the Eastern Cape were               

permitted to live in the backyards of formal housing, privately owned by various Indian residents -                

some of whom still reside in formal houses Blackburn Village today. These Black migrants were often                

employed by the people in Blackburn Village. The surrounding sugar cane estates and new              

developments (such as Mount Edgecombe estate and the Gateway precinct) in the area attracted              

more job seekers and soon an influx of migrants informally settled in Blackburn Village.  

With the steady increase of migrants, the area of Blackburn has densified. According to the total                

number of people interviewed in the 2011 Census, the population density of Blackburn is              

approximately 11 670 inhabitants/km2, which is not as high as the most densely populated regions of                

other cities at 30 000+ inh./km2 . Some of the most densely populated areas in the world are far                   

worse, such as Mathare North in Nairobi has a population density of 119 055 inh./km2 

The area of Blackburn has also expanded. The satellite images below, show that informal dwellings               

have spilled over the original boundaries of the settlement encroaching on land reserve between the               

sugarcane fields. In 2002, the satellite images show only a scattering of dwellings in Boxer and some                 

areas of land reserved in Choppers not yet settled on. By 2008, Boxer has doubled in density and                  

Choppers has slightly more dwellings. In 2018, Boxer extends all the way around the Ali family home                 

and Choppers has encroached beyond the land reserve into the sugarcane. 
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Figure 8: Satellite Images showing growth of Blackburn Village, 2002, 2011, 2018 
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Unfortunately the 2011 Census data does not capture the movement of individuals according to year               

of arrival in Blackburn - very few responses are recorded. However, it does show that 59% of                 

respondents were born in the Eastern Cape, compared to 27% who were born in KwaZulu-Natal, and                

1% in Gauteng and 1% outside of SA (11% not applicable). However, only 33% stated that they lived                  

in the Eastern Cape before settling in Blackburn, whereas 54% lived in other parts of KZN (11%                 

unspecified). 

Dual household membership is common among Black residents of Blackburn. Many people send             

remittances to households in rural areas where they come from. From the mini feedback survey, 6 of                 

80 people specifically mentioned sending money home such as, “I have people that depend on me at                 

home”. While everyone agreed with the statement: “I’m really just here looking for work. Any work.”                        
49% also stated that they are living in Blackburn to find work and support their families. These                 

families could also be located in other households because we know almost all the people who gave                 

us feedback agreed that it is unsafe to raise children in Blackburn (96%).  

In a study of migrants in South Africa, Posel and Marx (2013) identify that only half of migrants with                   

dual household membership have intentions to return home and that their reasons for returning              

include poor health and unemployment. Their intention to return home may not translate into              

actually returning. During our fieldwork we learnt that for many migrants, there is some shame in                

returning home if the person was unsuccessful in finding work or succeeding in reaching their               

dreams in the city. Places like Blackburn tend to grow as new migrants arrive and old migrants                 

remain.  

Infrastructure and services 

According to the 2011 Census data, only 8% of people in Blackburn live in formal housing. The census                  

data is collected in areas or clusters (see Figure 2). These areas coincide with the historical                

development of the informal settlement around the old centre where the original formal houses              

were built. Residents call the newer areas Choppers (referring to Cane cutters) and Boxer.  

 

Figure 9: Type of house/dwelling in Blackburn, as analysed from 2011 Census data 
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Figure 10: Tenure status in Blackburn, as analysed from 2011 Census data 

Of all the areas in Blackburn the old centre has the most formal housing (94 cases; 24%) compared                  

to Boxer (13 cases; 1%), Lower Choppers (58; 6%) and Upper Choppers (122; 11%). Based on our                 

observations, many of these individual cases of formal housing are extended family members living              

in subdivided versions of formal houses some sharing private ablutions. The vast majority (78%) live               

in informal dwellings (in a backyard or not in a backyard, eg. informal settlement or on a farm.) 72%                   

of those living in old centre (282 cases), 93% of those living in Lower Choppers (839 cases), 73% of                   

Upper Choppers (844 cases), and 78% of Boxer (758 cases). This shows that the informal settlement                

as indeed grown around the old centre where a few formal houses remain. The informal settlement                

has been able to expand because there is space (farm reserve land) and basic infrastructure (such as                 

electricity and water built for the formal houses) as well as permission or tolerance from neighbours. 

In terms of tenure, 76% of households in Blackburn do not rent; they either occupy their house rent                  

free (38%) or it is owned and fully paid off. Only 12% rent and 11% own but are not yet paid off.                      

Living in Blackburn is an opportunity to save on costs such as rental and utilities. 88% of the feedback                   

sample agreed that: “I save a lot of money by living here.” This is contrary to the finding that                   

informal settlements have become the “terrain of landlords and estate agents” . The majority of              3

houses and dwellings have one room (53%) or two rooms (31%), 9% have three rooms and 5% have                  

4 or 5 rooms. 

3 Ngcong, Nonduduzo. (2019). ‘Plan to upgrade informal settlements.’ ezaseGagasini Metro. 22 February 2019              
- 7 March 2019. Page 1. 
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Figure 11: Typical dwellings found in Blackburn.  

60% of residents have no access to toilet facilities. And only 20% have access to a flush toilet                  

connected to a sewerage system. This is supported by the narratives of residents who say that the                 

communal ablutions are often blocked and so they have to use the adjacent sugarcane fields. 99% of                 

the feedback sample agreed with the statement: “Its nice that we have toilets but we often can’t use                  

them.” The reasons that people gave include: “Because we have a problem of water cuts” or “They                 

are closed most of the time”, “they are burst”, or “Because people don’t clean them”. 

From our observations, the sugarcane fields that surround the informal settlement do not appear to               

be very dirty or smell terribly like human faeces, but it may be very polluted when one walks into the                    

fields. The sugarcane was waist height and can grow 2m tall providing some privacy but this may also                  

pose other dangers because people can hide in the sugarcane too.  

 

Figure 12: Open piles of refuse accumulates on the main roads in Blackburn 

Ethekwini Municipality provides refuse removal to both formal and informal areas of Blackburn.             

Large skips and dumping areas are noticeable on the main roads as one enters the area. It is not                   

possible to collect refuse door to door, so refuse accumulates in the main roads. This is problematic                 
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because refuse bags are not used and it lies open in the elements and for all the livestock and dogs                    

to rummage through. On some site visits, we noticed that small fires were started to burn the                 

rubbish in public. 96% of the Feedback sample agreed with the statement: “I’m ashamed because               

when they came here they only saw rubbish.” 

 

Figure 13: Refuse removal in Blackburn, as analysed from Census 2011 

Illegal electricity usage is commonly found in Blackburn. In 2016, illegal electricity wires called              

izinyoka-yoka (snake wires) were commonly found running along the ground often in the pathways,              

which increases the risk of stepping on broken and exposed wires. Numerous incidents of              

electrocution accidents were reported during earlier fieldwork. Dangerous electricity is one of the             

reasons people gave in the feedback survey for why it is not safe for their children to live with them                    

in Blackburn. 96% of the feedback sample agreed with the statement: “My children don’t live with                

me because it’s not safe.” More recently, illegal wires have been lifted off the ground, but it is                  

equally risky as the wires are head height and trail along tin roofs and tree branches.  

The illegal connection of wires to transformers and light poles do not have the appropriate safety                

measures and draw inconsistent amounts of power contributing to power surges and often cause              

the transformers to break. People complain that it costs money to connect illegally - they contribute                

to the cost of materials and a little compensation for the person who climbs the ladder. (There does                  

not appear to be anyone profiteering out of the business of connecting illegal electricity in               

Blackburn.) To install formal electricity requires a land survey and suitable access roads. eThekwini              

Municipality was in the planning stages of installing formal electricity and at the time of writing this                 

report, some households had already been relocated a few meters with new building materials to               

make way for electricity poles. 
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Figure 14: Transformer with illegal electricity wires and ladder used to connect the wires 

In Blackburn two-thirds of people use electricity for lighting, and the rest mostly use candles.               

However this is the opposite for people living in Boxer, more than 2 thirds of people use candles for                   

lighting (67%). 

Surprisingly, despite the high usage of electricity for lighting and at no cost, many people still buy                 

paraffin for cooking. 90% of people in Boxer use paraffin for cooking, compared to 49% of people in                  

upper Choppers and 31% of people in the old centre and lower Choppers.  

More than the other areas, Boxer relies on traditional energy sources (candles, paraffin and wood).               

This is because there are fewer transformers nearby to tap into illegally. And interestingly this               

coincides with more female residents. A local facilitator observed that more women live in Boxer and                

that it is more rural, whereas Chappas has more shebeens and loud music and the women there like                  

to dance (implying that they are more urbanised and enjoy socialising and drinking).  

 

Figure 15: Women surrounding fire used for cooking during the middle of the day 
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Transport to and from Blackburn represents an interesting shift in the nature of the community from                

a small peri-urban neighborhood of Indian families, to a large urban informal settlement. Residents              

used to be able to take a bus twice a day to and from Blackburn Village to Verulam and then on to                      

other destinations. Blackburn Village used to be primarily linked to Verulam - a residential area               

designated for Indian families during apartheid. The bus service is operated by Indian businessmen              

but no longer operates twice a day. It appears that due to new demand for more frequent trips and                   

new direct routes to Gateway and Umhlanga Ridge, minibus taxis began servicing the community              

daily. During the time of our fieldwork, there was apparent tension between two competing taxi               

associations and the original bus service provider. Minibus taxis from Gateway/La Lucia Taxi             

Association and a taxi association in Verulam compete for passengers going to Verulam on the same                

route as the bus as well as to Gateway (a new direct route).  

 

 

Figures 16: N2 headed north;  taxi stop off northbound; footbridge 

  

At the time of our fieldwork, residents can wait at one of two minibus taxi stops on either side of the                     

N2 highway going north and going south - these taxis are en route to or from other destinations and                   

can accommodate a few extra passengers if they are not full. Since the minibus taxis began servicing                 

the area (the “territory” is still under negotiation between the taxi associations), the bus company               

has been squeezed out and no longer operates twice a day. 

During our fieldwork, we only used minibus taxi transport during weekdays. It was easy to find a taxi                  

at Gateway Taxi Rank that would drop us at the minibus taxi stop on the side of the N2, but it was                      

sometimes a long wait at the stop on the opposite side of the freeway for a taxi to return to the                     

Gateway Taxi Rank. Sometimes it was more time efficient to walk over the pedestrian bridge and                

then along the freeway back to Gateway. During the weekends, we often walked from Umhlanga               

Ridge because taxis were fewer and we would have to wait for lengthy periods of time before a taxi                   

was full with passengers and able to depart. 

There are a few dirt roads within Blackburn Village which people can drive up and down but there                  

are few spaces to manoeuvre and only the original formal houses and some of the informal                

extensions have enough space to park a car. There are mostly footpaths in between the informal                

dwellings and shacks. Footpaths are a practical use of space and indication of density but the limited                 

space for personal vehicles represents a limit to people’s aspirational living. Only a few informal               
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dwellings are well located with access to the main road and space to park a private vehicle. Anyone                  

aspiring to own a private vehicle will also need to negotiate a suitable space to park their vehicle. 

 

Figure 17 : ablution block on the one paved road in the community 

  

 

Socio-economic aspects 

Majority of the population of Blackburn interviewed in the Census were between 19 and 35 years                

old (62%), only 17% of the population were under 19 years old and 21% were 36 years and older.                   

This supports the narrative that many young adults looking for work opportunities reside in              

Blackburn and that few people currently grow old or raise their children in Blackburn.  

There are more men (62%) than women (38%) living in Blackburn. The old centre and lower                

Choppers have slightly better gender balance at 59:41 and 60:40 respectively. This coincides with              

the areas that have been established for longer.  

According to the 2011 Census, 83% of people living in Blackburn today identify as Black African, 11%                 

identify as Indian or Asian, 12% White and 1% Coloured or Mixed Race. Although the formal homes                 

differentiate the Indian or Asian population from the Black African population, many are seemingly              

integrated except few Indian or Asians live in Upper Choppers (where the newest extension of               

shacks is located).  

5% of the individual respondents have no schooling compared to 28% with only primary education,               

48% with secondary education, and only 2% with some form of tertiary education, national              

certificate or skills training. 
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According to 2011 Census data, 52% of the Blackburn population are employed, and only 14% are                

unemployed, 21% not economically active and 1% discouraged work-seeker. Despite higher than            

average employment rates, incomes are very low with 25% earning between R801 and R1600              

income per month. This is just above the Upper-bound Poverty Line of R779/month per person,               

however 8% of Blackburn residents earn between R401 - R800/month. And another 8% earn R1-               

R400/month which is less than the Lower-bound Poverty Line of R501/month and close to the Food                

Poverty Line of R335/month . Note that the state child support grant in 2012/3 was R290 per month                4 5

. If we add all those who are not earning an income (26%) with all those earning less than                   

R800/month (16%), we can say that approximately 42% of Blackburn residents live below the              

national income poverty line.  

Table 3: Summary of Blackburn demographic data (source Census 2011) 

Race 83% Black African, 11% Indian / Asian, 12% White,  1% Coloured /Mixed Race.  

Sex 62 % men, 38% women 

Formal 
Education 

5% no schooling, 28% primary, 48% secondary, 2% tertiary 

Employment 52% employed, 14% unemployed, 21% not economically active, 1% discouraged          
work-seeker. 

Income  26% not earning an income;  
8% earn R1- R400/month; 8% earn R401 - R800/month; 25% earn R801- R1600/ month 

 

19% of households declared that they receive no annual income, compared to 14% that receive less 

than R9 600 per annum, 32% that receive between R9 601 - R19 600 per annum, and 23% that 

receive between R19 601 and R38 200 per annum. Only 9% of households earn between R38 201 

and R76 400. Note that the lowest tax bracket for individual income tax in Financial year March 2011 

- Feb 2012 is 0 - R150 000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Figures given in 2011 Rand values, see http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/P03101/P031012018.pdf 
5 http://spii.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/2013-09-SPII-Policy-Brief-1-Monitoring-the-right-to-social-security.pdf 
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 Figure 18: Annual household income in Blackburn, as analysed from Census 2011 

 

 

As a means to keep busy and possibly earn a livelihood during times of unemployment many                

households build a small extension or even just a window to their dwelling and operate a tuck shop                  

or spaza shop. Tuck shops generally store basic non perishable items for sale including airtime,               

sweets, maize meal, tinned food, rice, etc; whereas Spaza shops are generally larger with fresh               

produce for sale. Some also build another room with benches and keep beers and drinks in fridges to                  

run informal beer halls called a shebeen. They are themed around the types of music played and the                  

type of beer (commercial or traditional) sold. Many have TVs to show sport and music videos. 

 

Figure 19: Tuck shop in Blackburn 
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Narrative analysis 

Residents’ lived experience - arriving and staying 

Among the narratives of Blackburn residents captured in our study, there are two main stories of                

how people came to live in Blackburn: one is the story of Indian residents whose family and relatives                  

settled in the area during the time the Group Areas Act was promulgated and the other is the story                   

of black migrants, mostly from Eastern Cape who came to Blackburn with the expectation to find                

work, earn money and improve the lives of themselves and their family. While their narratives and                

histories are different, they converge at the current moment in time where the entire community of                

Blackburn has endured difficult living conditions and limited economic freedom, and are facing             

potential relocation to Cornubia, or elsewhere. For all Blackburn residents, in the face of harsh living                

conditions, their future is uncertain.  

For black migrants from the Eastern Cape, their history in Blackburn begins mainly around 1994,               

although there were some residents who had been there longer. With the end of the Group Areas                 

Act, people were now free to move about South Africa. As with most cities, Durban was seen as a                   

place of opportunities for work and a new life, compared to life back in the rural areas where                  

employment and income-based livelihoods were virtually non-existent. People flocked to Blackburn           

as rumours of job opportunities and a place to land trickled back to the Eastern Cape. The black                  

population of Blackburn increased steadily up until about 2008, when it started to increase more               

rapidly. This steady increase in young black migrants mostly from the Eastern Cape looking for work                

is attributed to chain migration, where new arrivals typically ask to live with someone in Blackburn,                

who they know from their social networks back home. There is a strong narrative of people coming                 

from the Eastern Cape and no mention of new arrivals being foreign nationals or from other areas. 

In terms of living conditions, many residents express discomfort or frustration with elements like the               

structure they are living in, the uncleanliness and lack of infrastructure (electricity, working toilets).              

However, in as much as they express this, people are still willing to put up with these conditions as it                    

is seen as a necessary step towards a better life. Around 2005, a number of households living in the                   

informal settlement were allocated formal houses in Waterloo and in 2013 another group were              

allocated formal houses in the first phase of Cornubia. Although the prospect of receiving a house                

has been witnessed by residents, many feel that the allocation process is not transparent and are                

not hopeful that they will be relocated. Their main concern is to find employment and are prepared                 

to live in undesirable conditions until they are successful.  

For the Indian families, their history and narrative is slightly different. The main Indian family that                

resides in Blackburn arrived there out of more overt force - the Group Areas Act forced them to                  

leave their home and business in the City and find refuge elsewhere. When they arrived in                

Blackburn, it was a small village of Indian families surrounded by farmland. They purchased the land                

through a somewhat formal process and began building their now family home. Initially, there were               

very few black residents, mainly migrants from other countries working on the farms or domestic               

workers, but after 1994 they say they watched the informal settlement boom around them. From               

their accounts, they had a good relationship with the black community until about 2008, when the                

feeling in Blackburn started to shift and the population began to increase more rapidly. They express                
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more fear around crime, and a sense of not being welcome in the community or left out of decision                   

making. They relate this partly to the political tension that has developed in the area. The Cornubia                 

development has added another layer to the Indian family’s narrative. Although they own a business               

in Blackburn, no one in the Indian family is formally employed, and because they own the land they                  

are on, the municipality will buy them out rather than relocate them. In other words, the                

development will eventually push them out and they will have to somehow find a new place to live                  

with no assistance from government despite the fact that they are equally as poor as the rest of the                   

residents in Blackburn. They feel very upset about this, as they have been born and raised in                 

Blackburn, and also very uncertain about what their future holds.  

Both parts of this narrative around arriving and staying share certain characteristics of place identity               

creation, but with some differences. The main similarities are around their ability to construct place               

identities based on their ability to employ strategies for self-realisation using the physical             

environment, and association to place based on the ability or inability to realise self worth, whereas                

the narratives diverge in the different experiences with a sense of insideness and varying degrees of                

personal investment. 

Both narratives depict groups that have arrived in a space where they have been able to shape the                  

built environment around them to suit their needs. The Indian family built a house they could raise                 

their family in and re-establish their business, while the black residents were able to find or set up                  

free or extremely cheap accommodation close by to work opportunities in an attempt to have a                

more lucrative life outside of their rural home. Further, both narratives express a frustration with               

their ability to achieve self-realisation in their current situation - for the Indian family, their               

frustration is around what their future holds, and the many of the black residents, their frustration is                 

the difficulty to find work, or the conditions that make it an unsuitable place for children to live.  

However, the different narratives depict differing experiences when it comes to building a place              

identity based on a sense of insidedness. For example, considering the Indian family’s feelings of               

exclusion, feeling unwelcome or left out of decision making, this leads one to think that the other                 

group and the other identity is more dominant and pervasive while the Indian experience is more                

subaltern and outside. Further, because they don’t fall inside the generic image of someone who               

lives in an informal settlement and should have access to a free house, and because they own the                  

land they live on, their experience doesn’t have a policy mechanism or programme to address their                

situation, therefore taking them outside the typical experience of a poor family. Therefore, the black               

population is “inside” a certain experience of a poor migrant labourers living in an informal               

settlement who have hopes of a better life, and are poor enough to qualify for free housing.  

In contrast, it is this exact outsideness that has allowed the Indian family to make substantial                

personal investments in Blackburn, whereas the black population have only made minor personal             

investments. This is mostly due to a lack of resources (income) to invest, and also because people                 

don’t see Blackburn as a permanent place and therefore not worth investing. This is evident in the                 

attitudes about having children or family in Blackburn. The Indian family all live together in               

Blackburn, whereas the black population say that Blackburn isn’t a place to bring your family or have                 

your kids, that home is back where the family is, indicating that personal investments in Blackburn                

are minimal and living here is only a means to an end.  
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Politics of development narrative 

While the above details a narrative that exists within Blackburn, there is also a broader narrative that                 

exists outside of Blackburn and is shaped by local politics, ward boundaries and the development               

context. This narrative presents a complexity about the tension that South African cities face around               

balancing pro-poor services and programmes, while also striving for economic development and            

increased competition. Robinson (2008) confirms this tension and challenge: ‘In post-apartheid           

South Africa the biggest challenge is to find a way to deliver on both services and economic growth,                  

and the politics of city development in Durban and Johannesburg has kept both firmly on the                

agenda’ (Robinson, 2008, 85). The Cornubia Development provides a perfect example of how these              

tensions and the politics of city development play out. On the one side, eThekwini Municipality is                

acutely aware of the serious challenges and poor conditions residents in Blackburn and all informal               

settlements face, and they recognise their role and responsibility in addressing these communities,             

they are also under pressure to attract investment, pursue an economic development agenda, and              

extract value out of land.  

For Tongaat Hulett, the tension is between acknowledging their role in local development as owners               

over 6000 hectares of developable land in Durban and having emerged as a significant property               

developer in much of the Northern Corridor; and the pressing development challenges around             

low-income housing and available land to develop on. Developers often are presented with the              

challenge of needing to offer a product that is in demand (which in the South African context, is                  

low-income housing) while also ensuring they can make their returns. Low-income housing is tricky              

because it can have the opposite effect on property values for the surrounding areas. However, with                

the ever growing development challenges, especially around housing, developing luxury or even            

middle to high income accommodation is contentious and not a priority for the municipality. This               

means that it is in both the municipality’s interest and Tongaat’s interest to strike this balance and                 

find common ground (figuratively and literally) to develop on. It is out of this mutual interest that a                  

project like Cornubia spawns from. Cornubia represents the agenda of the municipality and the              

agenda of Tongaat to develop the land owned by Tongaat, invest in economic development and               

address (to an extent) the growing demand and tension around low-income housing.  

Residents in Blackburn are excluded from this narrative, and it seems there is intentional silence               

flowing to the residents. This is largely an attempt to quell any expectations around receiving a                

house or getting relocated. The community has been engaged but with limitations, and with no               

indication from either side as to when they might receive further upgrading, or when and who might                 

be relocated. Tongaat Hulett comes from the perspective of needing to ensure they protect the rate                

paying developments in order to cross subsidise lower income developments, whereas the            

municipality welcomes the opportunity to develop land and housing, especially if it means they can               

frame the development as addressing the housing backlog. These two outside narratives reinforce             

each other, creating a very difficult and uncertain relationship between the Cornubia development             

representatives and Blackburn residents.  
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Answering the Research Questions 

Using the case study of Blackburn and the analysis of narratives of Blackburn residents, local               

government and private developers working in Blackburn, as well as observations from site visits we               

answer the following research questions : 

1. What are the meanings residents attach to home in Blackburn? 

2. What are the meanings residents attach to neighbourliness in Blackburn? 

3. What kinds of place identities develop in these spaces and why? 

4. How does the built environment impact upon on social relations? 

5. How does the built environment and social relations shape people’s sense of home,             

belonging, and neighborhood 

6. How do residents transform the built environment through everyday livelihood practices and            

ways of belonging? 

7. What are some of the intended and unintended social consequences of living in state              

delivered housing? 

 

Meanings attached to home 

Home is just where I live now 

For many Blackburn residents, the meaning “home” takes on as it relates to Blackburn is functional                

or pragmatic in nature, and less social or emotional. The functional meaning of “home” refers to the                 

role Blackburn plays in allowing residents to pursue work opportunities at low financial risk. In this                

meaning, the temporal element is short term, as opposed to the family and roots linked meaning                

which is characterised by a long-term temporal element. This means that while Blackburn may be a                

temporary space “for now”, it still serves the purpose of home as a place for one to rest their head                    

and wash their clothing, while maintaining low financial risk (i.e. no rent). In this meaning, Blackburn                

also plays the role of connecting residents to opportunities, such as jobs with low transport costs,                

business opportunities, opportunities to save money and potential formal housing opportunities.  

“I would say its a temporary living space, cause I can never call it home. I can                 

leave any time.” -Participant 21 

“Rebuilding the area for us [is better than being relocated], because leaving the             

area is also not a good idea because anywhere else is too removed from work.               

Whereas from here, one can even walk to work.” -Participant 10 
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“It’s not right for people to live here, but because we have no other place we can                 

choose to live in that’s close to work, we have to live here. We have no other                 

option.” -Participant 10 

However, in this meaning home, there is a difference between the perception of opportunity versus               

the reality of opportunity. For example, many people migrate to Blackburn in search for work               

because they’ve heard from a relative or a friend that there is work in Durban. Upon arrival, they are                   

met with difficulty finding work and spend a long time searching for employment and faced by the                 

reality that work is hard to come by.  

“We generally lay about because work is scarce. Those who do find employment             

do out of sheer luck. Ever since I have been here, I am yet to say I work or have                    

found some formidable job.” - Participant 12 

“Nor do I care about what kind of work it is. As long as I am working, get some                   

cents to buy bread and be able to send money back home to my kids. I have a                  

family, but I don’t work. Can you see how I am really suffering?” - Participant 9 

The situation that one finds themselves in upon arrival to Blackburn is usually quite vulnerable - no                 

job, potentially staying with a relative or friend until one finds employment, an outsider with few                

social ties. This vulnerability makes the cheap or free rental of Blackburn functional, because it               

allows for someone to have a place to rest their head until they can afford something more.  

 

Home is where I come from and where my family is, “family home” 

As mentioned, there is a link between what one refers to as home and where one’s family resides                  

both currently, and historically.  

“I would say it’s not as pleasant as back home, because back home you get to live                 

with your family and be happy. Whereas here, all you have is children. It is more or                 

less the same, but back home is better.” - Participant 21 

“I can’t leave my family back home and come live here...I am here temporarily, but               

my family is back home.” -Participant 21 

The distinction between these separate spaces could be linked to the experience of a migrant -                

someone who leaves behind their roots to settle in another space. This act of leaving behind one’s                 

roots changes the relationship that one has with the term “home”, especially considering the lack of                

opportunities in the Eastern Cape, a sentiment that many Blackburn residents share. In this sense, it                

appears the “home” Blackburn becomes takes on a functional role, rather than a social or emotional                

role.  

The link between roots, family and the social and emotional concept of home is consistent with the                 

Indian experience of Blackburn as a space they have grown up in. In their minds, Blackburn is home                  

because it’s the place they grew up in, where their family is, where their sense of safety and comfort                   

is.  
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“We proud of living here...our home town, where we were born” -Participants 2a 

“A home is where there is lots of memories, everything is very nice...there are              

people born here. There’s lots of memories of our parents, our childhood, siblings.             

Our parents worked very hard. They use to leave us in the morning and comeback               

at night, and spending those hours...and they sacrificed every minute of their lives,             

trying to get money to make our home a better place.” -Participants 2a 

The Indian family have a starkly different history of living in Blackburn, and therefore their meaning                

or definition of Blackburn as home compared to the migrants from the Eastern Cape appears to be                 

very different. The Indian families moved to Blackburn in the 1950s, when they were forced out of                 

the CBD as a result of the Group Areas Act. The details of how they chose Blackburn are slightly                   

unclear, but it seems that they either knew someone who had also settled here, or somewhere close                 

by to the area, or someone had tipped them off that there was vacant land. From that point forward,                   

they began building a life and a home in Blackburn, both emotionally and physically. Their home                

started out as just two rooms, and over the years expanded to accommodate their entire family.  

 

Comfort of home lacking in Blackburn 

Many residents refer to the lack of services as a reason why Blackburn doesn’t feel like home. Lack of                   

services covers waste removal, water and sanitation, electricity, decent housing, places for children             

to attend school, and overall security from crime. There were also a number of participants who                

express that Blackburn isn’t a place to bring children, and because of that separation from family, it                 

is not a place they could call home or feel at home. Many people feel that Blackburn is not a                    

permanent place to live, so services such as healthcare and access to education are not a priority.                 

Many people do not bring or want to raise their children here, so these comforts of home aren’t                  

necessary, but still add to a feeling of discomfort. This implies that the concept of home is shaped                  

by time spent in a space and achieving a certain level of comfort in a space for a given time. This                     

level of comfort could be related to the ease of which one is able to build a livelihood.  

“What is the difference? Not much. I was really surprised by seeing shacks, cause I               

had never see shacks before, but now I am used to them” -Participant 21 

“I can’t relax and feel safe here, whereas back home I can.” -Participant 21 

“I don’t see this place as a home because you can die anytime here. You are not                 

safe when you live here.” - Participant 21 

Residents also display an interesting reflection and relationship to the community they came from,              

both in terms of lifestyle and opportunities. As mentioned, out of the 30 or so participants in our                  

study, all were from rural areas in the Eastern Cape except for the Indian participants. Participants                

arrived in Blackburn as early as the 90s and as recent as a few months ago. While many participants                   

link their decision to move to Blackburn as an economic one, these same participants also reflect on                 

the change in lifestyle and express discomfort or distaste for the shift in lifestyle that comes with                 

migrating from a rural area to an informal settlement.  
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“In my head I thought we’d be living in a government subsidised house. Can you               

see the litter in this area? Living in such a place has kids constantly sick. You also                 

need to keep a close watch on your kids because this place is not safe. Can you see                  

how this place is? It’s not right for people to live here, but because we have no                 

other place we can choose to live in that’s close to work, we have to live here. We                  

have no other option.”  -Participant 10 

Despite this drastic change in lifestyle, there is a willingness to endure these conditions for the hope                 

and promise of employment opportunities. This willingness to stay is complex, because while the              

majority of the participants are currently unemployed, it seems that spells of short-term or              

temporary employment play a role in shaping this willingness, or having had access to permanent               

work might justify staying longer.  

 

Meanings attached to neighbourliness 

Knowing who lives next door 

In Blackburn, knowing who lives next door has both negative and positive impacts on the meanings                

of neighbourliness. On the one side, there is a sense of safety, relationship and connection between                

neighbours. For example, some of the participants expressed that some of their pass time is spent                

going over to their neighbour’s house to watch TV or just to talk. During one of the interviews, we                   

experienced this first hand when the interviewee’s neighbour knocked on the door during the              

interview to come for a visit. These two women had lived next door to each other for over 10 years                    

and seemed to know each other and be quite comfortable with one another. Other positive benefits                

are related to people being able to assist quickly when there is a fire. However, there is also a                   

downside to living in such close proximity, or certain areas where proximity doesn’t completely              

guarantee safety. For example, considering many of the residents are young and single, and there is                

a prominent drinking culture, being in close proximity to one another, regardless if you know the                

neighbour or not, could expose young children to drugs, alcohol and sex earlier than parents might                

want or at a very young age. There was mention of overhearing neighbours fighting or getting                

abused and that although they might be your neighbour, that is one aspect where one would choose                 

to stay away rather than intervene.  

 

Weak sense of community and no counter-narrative  

While the concept and meanings attached to “home” became very apparent, our findings related to               

meanings attached to neighbourhood and a sense of neighbourliness are drawn from what was not               

mentioned. No mention was made about neighbouring communities such as residents of Umhlanga             

Ridge, Gateway or Verulam. While residents may know of people who have moved to Conubia,               

Waterloo or have family members living in other suburbs, Blackburn itself appears to very isolated.  

Prior to the 2016 Municipal elections, Blackburn was part of an ANC led Ward 102 which includes                 

Mount Edgecomb, Rietriver and Ottawa. In the run up to the 2016 elections, the ward boundaries                

shifted and Blackburn was strategically made part of Ward 35, which has a large constituency of DA                 
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voters. As a result, Blackburn changed from ANC to DA representation in 2016 and the new DA Ward                  

Councillor does not pretend to be their chosen representative. 

Figure 20: New ward boundaries in 2016 

 

Based on our discussions, there is a weak sense of community, cohesion and neighbourliness in               

Blackburn. Instead, there are strong signs and discussion around division, mistrust, and no longer              

feeling safe in the community. There are two “committees” attempting to hold power in decision               

making around employment, public participation, and general communication between the          

community and entities like Tongaat Hulett and the municipality. The challenge is that when the               

ward boundaries changed turning Blackburn from an ANC ward to a DA ward, a new ward                

committee saw an opportunity to claim political space. However, the transition of power wasn’t              

smooth and the previous committee hasn’t relinquished their agenda and followers to the new              

committee. This essentially means there are two opposing committees operating in Blackburn, while             

only one is technically recognised by the ward councillor. This has created a really intense               

environment for initiatives like the iThuba Centre which is meant to be neutral but is contested                

between both committees as to who should and shouldn’t be able to access jobs through this center.                 

These tensions permeate throughout the community and people express their discomfort and            

uneasiness about who to be loyal to and frustrations about how the tension affects their ability to                 

get work. One woman who worked in the iThuba Centre said she had been threatened because she                 

refused when one committee wanted her to spy on another committee and put names on a jobs                 

database according to who the person was loyal to. In addition to the tensions observed and people                 

expressing distrust and uneasiness, there wasn’t a notable counter-narrative that expressed a sense             

of cohesion and trust to the same degree. This leads us to believe that “distrust and uneasiness” is                  

the dominant narrative as it relates to a sense of community and neighbourliness.  
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Changing faces, transience, and connectedness  

While the political dynamic seems to play heavily into a weak sense of community, there are other                 

factors that exacerbate the lack of connectedness or at least don’t foster a strong sense of                

connectedness to counteract the tension. For example, as a space that attracts migrant labour and               

people looking for a better life while also maintaining ties back home, the community is very                

transient and temporary and faces are constantly changing. While it is unlikely that someone would               

enter into Blackburn without already knowing someone, this chain migration has not translated into              

an established network of people from the same community where a newcomer could be instantly               

connected, but rather insular social networks. With constantly changing faces, there is a sense that               

people end up minding their own business rather than creating or developing the same sense of                

community that might exist back home.  

Blackburn has been steadily growing since 1994, and while there are many people who have been                

there for a long time, there are still many newcomers, even as recent as this year. New faces will                   

continue to flock into Blackburn, and considering they are more than likely looking for work, they will                 

quickly begin to understand the political tensions in the community, and either align politically or               

struggle to find work. This experience on arrival doesn’t necessarily foster a sense of belonging and                

connectedness, and further makes the case for Blackburn as a temporary living space for job seekers                

from the Eastern Cape, not a community where one can lay down roots.  

 

Place identities 

Arrival city 

As mentioned in the literature section, Blackburn displays the characteristics of what is termed an               

“arrival city” - a space that acts as a migrant’s point of entry into the city and all of its offerings,                     

which in this case is mainly around access to jobs. The collective narrative of Blackburn residents is                 

that of migrant labour, specifically migrants from the Eastern Cape, and migrants from India. An               

overwhelming majority of Blackburn residents were driven to migrate from the Eastern Cape for              

two, interlinked reasons: promises or rumours of prospective work in Durban, and lack of              

income-generating opportunities in rural areas. Since the end of the Group Areas Act, when Black               

South Africans were able to move freely, Blackburn has attracted hopeful job seekers from the               

Eastern Cape with its perceived promise of proximity to jobs in Gateway, and the development in                

progress in the Cornubia Development.  

“My coming here was my search for greener pastures not to relocate here             

permanently. I only came here because the situation where I am from, forced me              

to move.” - Participant 17 

“No, [going home is not an option]. Because while here you can job hunt in               

Gateway, or work in the sugarcane farms. Home has none of those options.”             

-Participant 14 
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However, as mentioned previously, on arrival many people are greeted with a harsh reality. The               

“access to jobs” narrative, although rampant, in reality is more anecdotal than based on a large                

number of migrants getting placed in permanent positions. This could be linked to the nature of how                 

this information is shared. People are ashamed to tell family at home that they have not found                 

employment, so the real experience of unemployment is understated. And while many stay in              

places like Blackburn in the hope that they will find employment, there are others that cannot go                 

home with nothing to show for their time in the city.  

Considering many people have moved to Blackburn from rural Eastern Cape, many participants             

reflect on or compare their experience in Blackburn to what they are used to experiencing back                

home. There are many differences between rural eastern cape and living in Blackburn such as the                

built environment, connection to family, access to income based opportunities, and amenities.  

“[When I first arrived] it really looked ugly to me so much so I thought we were                 

merely passing-by and hadn’t reached our destination...I was really surprised by           

seeing shacks, cause I had never see shacks before, but now I am used to them.”                

-Participant 21 

“What I am really not happy about is the dirt. It is quite dirty here.” -Participant 9 

While the initial shock to see the differences between the rural to urban environment and living                

situation is understandable, the perception of Blackburn as a space for opportunity is more complex               

considering jobs for Blackburn residents are scarce and hard to come by. These lived experiences               

reveal that the arrival city offers both opportunities and challenges. Not everyone will strike it lucky                

and find a job that offers them a pathway out of poverty. Some will experience Blackburn as a                  

cul-de-sac for social mobility as described by Turok (2017) - they become trapped in poverty. Many                

residents find themselves unemployed, living in a shack by themselves, idle, disillusioned and             

diverging from the original plan for their lives in the city. There is a perception that these people                  

resort to drugs or drinking. For women, this might mean cohabitating unwillingly with a man, or                

having children with a man for a sense of security in return. One community member referred to                 

this dichotomy of experiences as either getting swallowed by Blackburn or rising above.  

“Yoh! It’s very rare to see a gathering of women, but women of this community               

drink alcohol...People here drink a lot. They are always drunk and noisy.”            

-Participant 21 

“Most people here are not employed. It is worse for women. Men are able to make                

a plan, but women are extremely poor, some resort to cohabitating...This           

cohabitating thing. Women end up cohabitating unwillingly because they want to           

have something to eat at the day.” -Participant 3 

There is a similar dichotomy between those who express discomfort with the environment and who               

believe that nothing in Blackburn will change, and those who express hopefulness or a desire to                

uplift the community in Blackburn. Many residents have been living in Blackburn for a long time with                 

the hopes of one day receiving a government house. If they have been there long enough, they have                  

seen the community undergo a few but significant changes, such as receiving water taps and the                
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installation of ablution blocks. They have also witnessed other developments happening around the             

area, such as low cost state-subsidised housing being built in Waterloo, which has absorbed some               

Blackburn residents, and now the Cornubia development. However, if they are still in Blackburn, this               

means these developments thus far have bypassed them, and they do not see any real significant                

changes to Blackburn that positively impact them. There is a sense that the Cornubia development               

will be more of the same.  

“There is no ongoing progress here Chappas. Instead of progress bringing growth to             

the Chappas area, the only thing growing is the number of shacks.” -Participant 3 

“The truth is that the people leading us are not truthful. They make decisions based               

on who they are friendly with? Who am I dating? Who am I getting along with?                

That’s who I will prioritise” -Participant 3 

Alternatively, there are some who are hopeful for what the Cornubia development may bring, and               

that if they wait it out in Blackburn, they will receive a house. There are also those who express                   

content and a larger purpose for living in Blackburn, some of whom even say they would rather stay                  

in Blackburn than move to Cornubia.  

“I do have the desire [to get a house]. But I also don’t wish to leave my community                  

members stuck in a mud ditch. My intentions are to make sure that everyone finds               

themselves out of the ditch they find themselves in. I feel a lot of pain because I                 

know what made me leave home and come here for. My coming here was not for                

myself, I am prepping for those that are behind me who are meant to follow.”               

-Participant 18 

“If I can share with you. The problems this area faces are difficult and solving them                

gives me sleepless nights, because some of us really want to assist our community              

and particularly our generation. So that when their kids visit, they don’t find their              

parents living like animals.” -Participant 18 

 

To understand the disconnect between the perception of plentiful job opportunities in proximity to              

Blackburn and the reality of securing employment as a Blackburn resident, it is important to highlight                

the element of contestation that shapes Blackburn’s place identity. 

 

Contested space: Political contestation  

In 2016, the ward boundaries changed from ANC to DA, which had deep implications for the                

Blackburn community, who were previously outside of these ward boundaries, and therefore ANC.             

When the ward boundaries changed, Blackburn’s ward councillor changed from ANC to DA, which              

created an opportunity for contestation of who in the community could act as the leadership and                

point of contact for participation, consultation, and most importantly labour. While the new ward              

boundaries now merged Blackburn with the Umhlanga Ridge and Gateway communities, there is no              

evidence of a relationship or a sense of community between these residents, nor between those               
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residing in the Cornubia development. In this sense, Blackburn is still extremely isolated from a wider                

community.  

Prior to this, the community leadership and the subsequent committee or committees were less              

distinct - everyone was ANC, and community representatives were ANC. Leaders were appointed by              

the community, and acted in the interest of the community. Committees had a good and trusting                

relationship with the councillor and felt loyal to party alliances. However, around the time of change                

in leadership, party and ward councillor, other residents saw an opportunity to create another              

committee and formed one in direct contestation with the former committee. The role local              

leadership and governance is often to allocate jobs, which gives those in charge a lot of power                 

considering jobs are in major demand. This new committee aligned itself with the DA and therefore                

the ward councillor in an effort to control what job opportunities flowed into Blackburn, and who                

flowed out to fill those opportunities. Many community members view this newly formed committee              

as not representative and mainly self-concerned. What ends up happening is that ward committee              

vie for power over allocating jobs, and they allocate them to those that are loyal or part of their                   

committee. This means that unless you align politically to one of the committees, you are blocked                

from being able to access employment opportunities. Many residents blame this on the role of the                

Community Liaison Officer (CLO) who gets elected by the ward committee, and is meant to negotiate                

employment on the residents’ behalf, but because this role is politically aligned, employment also              

ends up being politically contested, leaving many residents in a difficult position.  

The political contestation also plays out in how amenities are used and maintained in the               

community. For example, the ablution blocks are very poorly maintained, and are often not working.               

The cleaning and maintaining of the ablution blocks is meant to be a job allocated to a community                  

member, but ends up being a contested position because the allocation of that job is politicised.                

During our research we did not ascertain if anyone was allocated the job to care for and maintain                  

the ablution blocks, or why exactly certain ablution blocks were not being maintained. However              

what is paparent is that amenities such as the ablution blocks that have been provided as part of the                   

incremental upgrading services have become a bargaining chip in what has become very tense              

political grounds. In this sense, political contestation around employment has become so severe it is               

impacting on people’s health and the little access they have for sanitation.  

 

Contested space: Cultural contestation 

Within Blackburn, there is a small handful of Indian families who have expressed a very specific                

experience and place identity, especially when compared to the other narratives. This place identity              

stems from their definition, meaning and feelings attached to home. For them, Blackburn is home               

because it is where they were born, where their family home is, and where their childhood                

memories were created. This feeling of home is prevalent in their narrative, especially in the context                

of the Cornubia Development, which may eventually force them out of Blackburn.  

There is a strong sense of pride in Blackburn exhibited by the Indian families. This seems to be                  

related to two factors: time spent in Blackburn, and the built environment they’ve constructed for               

their family. This specific Indian family ended up in Blackburn because of the Group Areas Act. Prior                 

to this, they were living and working in Central Durban, but was forced to abruptly move when the                  
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CBD was declared a white-only area. They had heard of other Indian families whom had managed to                 

settle on some sugarcane, former indentured labourers who acquired a small plot of land on what is                 

now Blackburn. There is some vague discussion about what was there before, but it is unclear                

enough to be able to say definitively, but that more or less the land was vacant. The family                  

purchased their land from another Indian family through some process and they began building              

what is now their current home. Originally, the house was small as it was just the parents living                  

there. But as their family grew, they continued to build their home. Two of the Indian participants                 

were born in Blackburn and have been living there for close to 50 years.  

Considering Indian families first settled on this land in the 1860s, and then again under the Group                 

Areas Act, where they were able to find and build a safe haven in Blackburn, there is a strong sense                    

of connectedness to the area, and a narrative around a previous place identity. This previous place                

identity exists in the time before the Group Areas Act ended, before the influx of migrants, and                 

before people from the Eastern Cape were free to move about. They talk about Blackburn as a green                  

and free, they reminisce about playing down by the river, starting a business and essentially, building                

a very meaningful life.  

“What you say about the pride and stuff? Like I said, we’ve been born and brought                

up in this place, we are so used to our home.  

We are comfortable there. We know that our dad worked hard, we are proud that               

it’s hard earned money. We know he never just went into other people’s property.              

Also we have lots of memories growing up. Our children and grandchildren. 

the old people that used to live here in the informal settlements. They were more               

friendly and we could trust them. But the new ones, they have no respect, you               

know? If you had to speak to them they’d swear at you and use vulgar language.                

They are not as, what can I say?...Educated enough as the people that used to be                

here. 

In Nineteen Sixty nine or Nineteen seventy [it was] very different. The community             

consisted majority of Indian community. Blacks the only few we had were a few,              

One or two from Malawi and stuff. We had good relations with them...They used              

to live here with us. I think since nineteen ninety five, the black population grew               

here, and it’s growing up till today. The population that was here since ninety              

four...before ninety...say ninety two, ninety four. There was only three hundred           

and sixty, population. That’s total families. 

You see, when these people weren’t here, it was much better for us. As soon as                

they’ve come in things were worse.” -Participants 1a 

During this time, they also developed and ran many community projects for others who were cast                

out of the inner city in the Group Areas Act and found refuge in Blackburn. However, the dynamic                  

has shifted drastically, and the political tensions coupled with pressure to sell their land to the                

municipality for the Cornubia development has brought on a sense of vulnerability, outsidedness             

and uncertainty about their future. In terms of ownership, the Indian family falls into a sort of grey                  
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area because they own the land they are living on, and live in a formal house which means they                   

aren’t being considered for subsidised housing and will more than likely be bought out. However,               

because they are living in an informal settlement, the value of their house will not be enough to                  

allow them to purchase another house that will accomodate their entire family. They are especially               

concerned about the potential of being pushed out because there hasn’t been any consistent              

engagement with them from the Municipality or Tongaat Hulett and they also know other families in                

a similar situation has already sold their property. They feel as though the development is pushing                

them out and forcing them to relocate without providing any options for subsidised accommodation.              

They feel ostracized by the community and the decision making process for jobs, housing, and               

information about the development.  

“All these projects going on here, like the iThuba center, we were never             

informed, or never included, or were never invited to combine as a network. Yet              

the Abdullah’s did a lot in this community, we stopped only in nineteen ninety              

five. My ex wife and I had crèches here for  the community, we had free schools, 

We are being totally denied a lot of things. Like if there is a meeting, like my                 

sister said, if there is a meeting. There is an announcement in Xhosa and Zulu               

but..We wouldn’t know...And actually, I asked. I had come out the house and             

asked them and they said “No, no, no. Don’t worry” 

Nobody can chase us out of there, it’s not like you renting somewhere, and end               

of the month when you can’t make ends meet, then get out.” -Participants 1a 

 

This narrative and place identity is very specific to the Indian experience of Blackburn, and although                

this is a small portion of the overall Blackburn population, it sheds light on the ways in which place                   

identities can shift and change in the same space.  

 

Cornubia Phase 2D 

“This place is no more Blackburn village, it’s Cornubia Phase 2D.”-Participant 1 

“For me, I really like Durban. I see myself having a home in Durban and being                

happy. Some people don’t see things this way because Durban is not home for              

them. They believe that all that matters is that they are alive. You can tell by the                 

way they do things here, they behave very differently when they are back home.”              

-Participant 4 

“I am committed to building a home here in the city, because for my kids, this is                 

the place that has the most jobs.” -Participant 3 

“No I can’t [build a home in Cornubia]. I can’t leave my family back home and                

come live here.” -Participant 21 
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“People don’t want to be here anymore. They want to get their houses in Cornubia               

and move. The reasons they don’t have the houses in the first place is due to                

corruption, because you find that the houses were released, but were sold to other              

people” -Participant 18 

“They are saying listen, instead of you giving me a house, why don’t you give me a                 

job, because this is not my home. My home is somewhere in the Eastern Cape, or                

somewhere in Johannesburg or somewhere in Limpopo. This is just a shelter for me              

during that time, during the holidays I am gone. We have got to go to these                

communities and go door to do and say “tell us what do you want? Do you need a                  

job or do you need a house?””-Participant 19 

The above series of quotes capture the way in which the Cornubia Development and the prospects                

of a better life are important considerations for the future of Blackburn residents, and plays into an                 

element of place identity that is concerned with the development of Blackburn. The first quote               

illustrates a very salient point - the land that Blackburn sits on has been purchased by the                 

municipality with the intention of upgrading and eventually, becoming fully developed as part of the               

Cornubia Development. While the residents of Blackburn are still residing on the land, with only a                

handful having been moved to Cornubia already, Blackburn as they know it has already been               

planned out of the northern corridor future. In theory, Blackburn will cease to exist, and where the                 

residents end up is to be seen.  

The second and third quotes represent a mentality that there is a possibility for a better life here in                   

Durban and that even though their current situation is less than ideal, prospects for upward mobility                

are possible and therefore, waiting out this period of time is worthwhile. The fourth quote highlights                

an equally relevant, but contradictory perspective - even with the prospects of development and              

formal housing, Blackburn is a temporary living space and home is back in the Eastern Cape with                 

one’s family. The fifth quote is interesting because it represents two important perspectives. The              

beginning part of the quote adds to the second and third quote, acknowledging that people want to                 

move into formalised housing, but that the allocation process is unclear, leading many to believe               

that corruption is involved. There is no clear indication of when Blackburn will be upgraded, when                

people will be relocated to Cornubia, and who will have to find alternative accommodation              

elsewhere. A handful of residents have been moved to Cornubia, but how these people were               

selected is all very vague.  

While the last quote contradicts the fifth quote, both quotes are true depictions of the narratives                

and place identities that make up Blackburn. The last quote highlights a key finding in our research -                  

people don’t move to Blackburn in search of a house, but rather a job, and rather than receiving a                   

free house in Cornubia, people would rather have a job and continue to live in Blackburn rent-free                 

and receive free services. This demand for affordable housing or shelter close to places of work is                 

not so much driven by the desire to create a home or neighbourhood but by the desire to earn                   

income and save on costs. In this way, dwellings in Blackburn informal settlement serve the same                

function as hostels, labour camps, and worker compounds without the rules of the employers              

imposed upon them and without the subsidisation of services and maintenance paid for by the               

employers. It is not our intention to blame employers or the private sector for not accommodating                
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their workers. Instead, we are pointing out that the housing needs of Blackburn residents are similar                

to that of migrant labour. Unlike worker compounds, Blackburn is open to those not yet employed, it                 

also allows people to adopt various livelihood strategies, such as operating informal businesses. 

Tongaat Hulett representatives acknowledge the reality that many people would prefer having a job              

than receiving house, and seem to understand that affordability and the burden of formal              

accommodation (whether cheap rental or fully subsidised housing) drive many people to rationalise             

staying in an informal settlement. They propose increasing the affordability levels of residents             

through access to employment so that people can afford formalised housing, such as cheap rental               

accommodation. Their approach to increasing affordability is to roll out training and upskilling             

programmes aimed at equipping Blackburn residents with skills that are in demand at Cornubia Mall,               

such as retail and security. Their assumption is that if people had stable incomes, they would choose                 

to spend money on better formalised accommodation; they do not consider the likelihood that              

people would choose to send their money home to their families and continue living in rent-free                

albeit informal accommodation, or that they might leave Blackburn and relocate to wherever they              

find employment.  

The approach to increase affordability is a necessary step for Tongaat to realise their investment in                

the Cornubia development. They own part of the land surrounding Blackburn which they have              

dedicated to developing affordable rental housing for those who won’t make it into Cornubia, but               

their price point would be outside the current affordability levels of many Blackburn residents. Their               

ability to attract stable tenants presents a major challenge to the feasibility of developing this land -                 

they see their affordability intervention as a way to secure stable tenants. Further, if they do develop                 

the rental housing and Blackburn residents aren’t given priority for occupancy, one can only imagine               

the turmoil that would surely ensue. Therefore, Tongaat is acutely aware that housing Blackburn              

residents who don’t make it into Cornubia, but will need to be relocated is a complex and pressing                  

issue - one that to date hasn’t been addressed beyond proposing the affordability intervention.  

 

Built environment and social relations 

The nature of an informal settlement assumes that, both at the individual level and at the                

community level, people are defining and shaping the built environment, in contrast to the              

formalised built environment which is largely shaped by top-down formal systems government or             

private property. One can observe common characteristics across informal settlements that highlight            

the individually defined and shaped by the residents. In Blackburn, these characteristics are mainly              

related to the mixed-use and integrated nature of businesses and residential; and the walkability or               

prioritisation of pedestrians in the community.  

 

Informality and shamefulness 

The design of the built environment plays a role in how people experience Blackburn as a home and                  

how or whether they are able to form relationships and belonging mainly through the amenities,               

infrastructure (or lack thereof) and through the location and character of the layout of the               
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community. As mentioned in the case study analysis, Blackburn built environment is characterised by              

self-made structures, the majority of which are 1-2 room informal dwellings or shacks, and a handful                

of formal houses. The informal dwellings are made from corrugated iron, scrap wood, plastic sheets,               

fastened bottle caps, sometimes a cement foundation or carpets on compacted earth. The formal              

houses are made with cement bricks and usually 2 or more rooms.  

There is a lot of shame and embarrassment expressed regarding the way in which individual spaces                

and communal spaces are built. The sentiment is that because spaces are informally built, using               

scrap materials and not properly sealed to protect dwellers from the elements, these spaces are               

rather fit for animals, not for people. One young woman said that she gets made fun of at school                   

because she “lives in a dirty place.” These feelings don’t only refer to individual units, but also to                  

communal spaces, such as stores or spaza shops.  

“Yes. The place is okay. It is just the built element and the life that people live in                  

here” - Focus Group 1 respondent 

“You see, that place down there?...even the way the shop is built, it is built in an                 

impromptu way, it leaks when it rains...It leaks, and is generally not safe.”-Focus             

Group 1 respondent 

“The way it is built...I mean, you can see it as well. Its a room, one that a person                   

lives in. But a stranger can’t tell it is meant for a person. Can you tell? Especially                 

for a person who has never seen a shack before...maybe someone else might             

assume it is a chicken coup or something.” -Focus Group 1 respondent 

The community lacks some very basic amenities such as working toilets and formalised electricity.              

There is also a major issue with waste removal, which means that the shared spaces around the built                  

environment are usually littered with trash. Many people express frustration with the waste and that               

it makes them feel shameful and uncomfortable. The toilets present a major challenge to the               

community because although they are situated in the community, they are very poorly maintained              

and are blocked more often than not. This forces people to resort to their previous ways of relieving                  

themselves - going to the toilet in the sugar cane. The challenges with the toilets present a risk to                   

community members in various ways. At night, the sugar cane is dark and dangerous, and comes                

with a host of safety issues. The toilet blocks present similar issues - when one side is blocked (e.g.                   

male toilets are blocked) then men will resort to using female toilets. Many female respondents               

express discomfort and worry around this issue. They feel the toilets aren’t safe because sometimes               

when they walk in to change or to take a shower, there are men in there who might harass them and                     

they feel unsafe because the toilets are poorly lit, forcing them to use their mobile phones as light,                  

which opens them up to theft or other more violent crime. All of these challenges with amenities,                 

safety, cleanliness and the ways in which structures and spaces are built and maintained contribute               

towards a sense of distrust, discomfort and uneasiness, and undermines any sense of shared              

responsibility, unity and cohesion in the community. For example, knowing that people in your own               

community would rob you while you relieve yourself doesn’t create a sense of trust in other                

residents. Further, looking at the ablution blocks, rather than uniting to clean them for the greater                

benefit, they are left blocked and poorly maintained - community members would rather leave them               
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as they are and wait for someone to be hired to clean them rather than unite together to clean them                    

collectively.  

 

Proximity, walkability and changes over time 

Another key feature of Blackburn is the walkability and prioritisation of pedestrians. For example,              

most of the residents don’t own or have access to a vehicle, and most people travel throughout                 

Blackburn on foot. This can be observed in the prevalence of footpaths and walking paths, and a                 

scarcity of roads. Access points are at the intersection of Sugarcane Road and where Boxer and                

Chappas meet. This access point serves as a public transport pick up point and connects Blackburn to                 

Verulam, Umhlanga, and Waterloo. The other main access point is a footbridge that crosses over the                

N3 and connects to a sidewalk that leads all the way up to Gateway. Again, this footpath                 

acknowledges that resident’s main mode of transportation is on foot and or public transportation.  

Blackburn is a densely populated community, with the main mode of transport within the              

community being on foot, with some roads surrounding the community and linking the two              

subcommunities, Boxer and Chappas, together. Because people’s spaces are in such close proximity             

to one another, the chances of someone walking past your front door or having to walk in very close                   

proximity to someone’s front door are high. This also means that many people are close by to the                  

amenities that do exist in Blackburn, such as water taps, toilets, spaza shops and washing lines. We                 

also noticed that the footpaths seem to change as an when needed. For example, the main footpath                 

changed because it became too difficult to navigate over the sewerage spilling out from the ablution                

and the resulting pollution and waste piled up.  

“There is no need for them to walk long distances, everything is close by”-Focus Group 1                

respondent 

Proximity also has an impact in emergency situations, both positively and negatively. For example,              

when there is a fire, because the houses are so close to each other, fire spreads rapidly from                  

dwelling to dwelling, and further to this, emergency services have a really difficult time accessing the                

community in times of an emergency. Contrast to this negative impact, it also seems that the close                 

proximity can provide opportunities for building relationships. For example, people express that            

their neighbours also form their social ties. During one of our interviews, one neighbour actually               

walked into the participant's house and joined us in the interview. In the instances of fires, it seems                  

that people look out for each other.  

“[the area] frequently has fire incidents. So maybe the neighbour left early in the              

morning for work when there was no electricity, right...they probably forgot to            

switch off the stove plug. They go to work, when I am about to leave for work                 

much later. They get a call while at work notifying them that their shack is on fire.                 

No one is going to let your house burn down just because you are at work,                

everyone around will help stop the fire” -Focus Group 1 respondent 

However, on the flip side of this, some people also express a discomfort with the implications of                 

close proximity. It is quite easy to hear other people’s conversations and interactions, including              

domestic violence. As mentioned earlier, being in such close proximity exposes young children to              
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violence, drugs, alcohol, sex and other behaviors that they shouldn’t be at such a young age. Further,                 

one would think that close proximity would limit one’s risk of or propensity towards domestic               

violence, but because others are afraid to interfere, proximity doesn’t have this affect as far as we                 

can tell.  

For Indian families, changes in the built environment have been drastic, especially when it comes to                

proximity. When they settled on this land, it was very sparsely populated, and not nearly as many                 

shacks as there are now. They have witnessed the informal settlement grow around them, which has                

meant a changing built environment, less space, closer proximity to neighbours, and a much dirtier               

environment than when they initially arrived. When they reminisce about this time, they paint a               

picture of vast green rolling hills, like living on a farm, with access to a clean river for washing and                    

drinking, and express a generally positive sentiment.  

“Anywhere in Blackburn village, when I was eight years old, I used to walk it. In the                 

morning it was so fresh, you could see the mist. Like a farm you know, where you                 

can just go to the river and have a swim instead of going to the beach, or get                  

together to do some fishing.” -Participants 1a 

Their description of Blackburn during this time presents a stark contrast to the current built               

environment. This contrast helps us understand and rationalise how and why the built environment              

is experienced differently by different groups, and that attitudes towards the built environment are              

also shaped by past experiences. This comparison to other forms of built environments is also               

present in the minds of some of the more recent Eastern Cape migrants.  

 

Process of building requires asking permission from neighbours 

Blackburn is not a community that welcomes newcomers easily, especially if they are unannounced              

or uninvited. Even on arrival, one does not automatically gain the permission of the community to                

build a shack. In order to gain access to Blackburn, it is likely that you do this through someone who                    

already is living there. It is very common for someone to arrive in Blackburn knowing one person                 

that can accommodate them for a period of time, or they have an empty shack they can offer to the                    

newcomer. Only after one has stayed in the community for some time, and asked permission from                

those around them would it be acceptable for one to build a new shack. This could be for a number                    

of reasons, such as limited available space, the numbering of shacks for in situ upgrading, or just a                  

general weariness of strangers settling in the community. It is not clear how this is regulated or what                  

the repercussions are for those who don’t follow this procedure, but in our interviews we didn’t                

come across any individual who had arrived in Blackburn without any connection. What this tells us                

about the ways the built environment shapes social relations is that it could be one one of the                  

contributing factors to perpetuating insular social networks due to the exclusive nature of gaining              

entry into the community.  
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Built environment and livelihoods 

Enabling environment 

Many of the homes in Blackburn are mixed-use, meaning that they have both residential and               

commercial functions they serve. Mixed-use can also refer to houses (residential) being in close              

proximity to businesses (commercial). Mixed-use spaces allow for business owners to own only one              

property, rather than owning two. Further, it provides a level of convenience to other residents, in                

that shops and other services are in close proximity and walking distance. Mixed-use is in stark                

contrast to single-use zones, which separate commercial and residential zones. This also allows             

residents to generate a source of income while they are looking for work.  

“Yes [I have a business here]. Since I am still looking for work, I try find ways to put                   

food on the table. Because I haven’t worked since 10 November last year”             

-Participant 17 

As mentioned, the majority of Blackburn residents arrive in the community having some sort of               

connection, either a friend or a relative who hosts them for a period of time or offers them a                   

permanent space. As an existing resident, it is more acceptable to build onto your space than it                 

would be for a newcomer to build a new shack. In this sense, there is a flexibility and fluidity of the                     

“informal” built environment that allows for this form of social networking to take place. This same                

flexibility allows for residents to also transform a residential unit into a commercial unit, as many                

residents are able to run businesses out of their shack, or have started a business and live on the                   

same premises. In this sense, flexibility in built form acts as enabling environment for either creating                

or maintaining livelihoods in ways that might be much more difficult or less accessible in a formal                 

built environment setting.  

What we also noticed is that while the environment is enabling in some ways, it is also quite                  

disempowering in others. There is a sense that Blackburn either swallows you, or provides the space                

for you to rise above. It is not uncommon for people to fall into drugs or alcohol abuse from what we                     

gathered, and aspirational living (such as having a car, or an elaborate ceremony) is difficult               

considering space limitations. The limitations to the environment can make the prospect of rising              

above seem unattainable.  

 

Claimed and unclaimed spaces 

There are a few ways in which residents of Blackburn claim space and carry out livelihoods - through                  

setting up a shack, a business such as a shebeen or a spaza shop, fencing for privacy and security,                   

gardening for beautification and some subsistence, and setting up illegal electricity connections. Not             

all spaces necessarily exhibit all characteristics, but all units exhibit at least one characteristic of an                

individual claiming a space. There are communal spaces such as washing lines, taps and some open                

spaces that are shared and remain unclaimed, which indicates a sort of unspoken code of conduct in                 

the built environment. Every resident is there to, in some way, live out an aspect of their livelihood,                  

and there are spaces that are available for individuals to do this, and spaces that are allocated for                  
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shared activities, for collective benefit. It is unclear how these shared spaces were negotiated, but               

they are well established.  

 

Intended and unintended consequences 

From what we’ve observed, unintended consequences and intended consequences are complex and            

not always explicit or tangible. One intended consequence of the in situ upgrade process is to                

involve the community in preventing new arrivals building new dwellings. The residents are aware              

that each informal dwelling that has been numbered will be formally included in the upgrades. Any                

new dwellings that are built without a number will not be accommodated. It is not possible to tell if                   

or how many un-numbered dwellings have been built regardless of this rule, however it is apparent                

that people derive some security from having a numbered house on the municipal database. People               

who have been allocated a formal house in Cornubia or Waterloo cannot sell their dwelling number                

or keep the dwelling either. However there have been instances where they have allowed another               

person to take over their dwelling provided that they have a number of their own and demolish the                  

old dwelling which the number belonged to. This shows that there is some compliance with this rule. 

One of the most obvious unintended consequences of the Blackburn story is the role that Tongaat                

Hulett is playing in community engagement and participation in the Cornubia Development,            

especially as it relates to allocating jobs. While well intentioned, Tongaat has created a platform for                

the power struggle between the local committees to intensify. The iThuba Centre was created by               

Tongaat in an effort to establish a central location where people could “register” for jobs and be                 

matched with skills programmes. The development of iThuba Centre started when eThekwini bought             

a property from an Indian family and asked Tongaat if they would redevelop the land and structure                 

to be of use to the community. Tongaat decided to establish a centre where a jobs programme could                  

be housed and administered. They hired an administrator, a local lady who is in charge of creating                 

and maintaining a database of individuals who are looking for work. The database is meant to act in                  

the same function as a community liaison officer (CLO) in a sense - when a business or company is                   

looking to hire local labour or has low-skill jobs available, they can approach iThuba Centre to see                 

who in the community has the skills they are looking for. There could also be training opportunities                 

facilitated through iThuba Centre for upskilling, although this has not been rolled out yet. As               

mentioned earlier, allocation of jobs has become highly politicised and is a source of tension               

between the two committees, and while iThuba Centre was envisioned to be neutral, it has only                

added fuel to the fire. For example, the committees have harassed and threatened the iThuba               

Centre administrator in an effort to gain access and control over the database and negotiate rights                

for employment.  

From our last engagement, this issue was still unresolved. The tension around employment and jobs               

has resulted in other unintended consequences that also relate to shared infrastructure. The             

conclusion we have drawn is that Tongaat didn’t realise the power that being able to allocate people                 

jobs carries, and that in creating iThuba Centre as a jobs allocation center, they have interfered with                 

the power dynamics unintentionally. There are many entities trying to respond to the jobs issue, but                

not realising how this changes and interferes with local political structures, and fuels competition              
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between gatekeepers. Ultimately, the leadership in Blackburn is fragmented and competing, and the             

collateral damage is people’s ability to get employment. 

From our observations and data collection, some of the unintended consequences of living in              

Blackburn as a result of receiving incremental services are challenges around providing services             

incrementally with little plan in place or follow through on maintenance; long periods of time               

between different services being installed and the ways in which this presents danger especially to               

young children, and a general sense of uncertainty about what the future holds for Blackburn               

residents in relation to the Cornubia Development. As mentioned earlier, the uncertainty is largely              

due to limited communication from the developers which is partly intentional in an effort to not                

raise expectations. In reality, Tongaat is going above and beyond what most developers are              

concerning themselves with, and they seem to recognize the importance of considering            

socio-economic programmes alongside development.  

Taps and toilets were installed in Blackburn as part of the incremental services upgrading. While               

many people express that they were hopeful and excited about having taps and toilets, they have                

also presented opportunities for conflict and tension. For example, it is unclear what the              

maintenance plan was for the toilets when they were installed, but as it currently stands, the toilets                 

have become an instrument for politicisation around employment. Residents allude to some form of              

employment opportunity associated with cleaning the toilets, but that the tension between the             

committees has prevented anyone from being hired because both committees are laying claim to              

the right to allocate that job. This leads to the toilets being constantly blocked and unusable for the                  

most part, forcing people to have to relieve themselves in the sugarcane.  

Related to incremental services installed, the time passed between incremental services installed            

and further development happening in Cornubia. For example, incremental services ideally include            

the installation of prepaid electricity, in addition to taps and other services. However, formal              

electricity has not been installed, forcing residents to continue to use illegal connections which poses               

a threat of electrocution, prolonged power outages, fire hazards and unhealthy living conditions.             

While there is a plan in place to provide some homes with electricity, this plan comes years after                  

other incremental services have already been installed. Other unintended consequences include the            

installation of street lighting, which has allowed for illegal electricity connections.  

The installation of services (water taps, some roads, and toilets) may have triggered some response               

and provided a slightly elevated level of comfort, but not much else has been done since then and                  

residents seem to be in somewhat of a holding pattern between Tongaat, the Municipality and the                

plans for relocation to Cornubia. Many residents are uncertain about what will happen to them,               

uncertain about the allocation process, and in general, in the dark with the plans for relocation to                 

Cornubia. When speaking to Tongaat and eThekwini, it seems that there is uncertainty on their side                

as well. There are plans to continue to provide incremental in situ upgrading for one part of                 

Blackburn, building on what has already been installed, but there is no plan for the other part or the                   

residents there. However, timelines and community engagement or participation in these plans are             

vague and uncertain as well. They may be purposefully vague in their plans and communication with                

the community as a way to manage expectations, but this also raises issues with the trust and                 

relationship between the community, the municipality and Tongaat. 
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Another major unintended consequence was that of the changes in the ward boundaries and how               

this shaped the current state of local politics. As mentioned, the ward boundaries were shifted in an                 

effort to change the Umhlanga area to ANC, but ended up changing Blackburn to DA. This created a                  

gap for a new committee to emerge, and political tensions to rise. As mentioned previously, these                

political tensions play out heavily in people’s ability to access employment. Tongaat Hulett has              

inadvertently added to this tension by also attempting to create yet another platform for people to                

access information about jobs, which both committees are now in competition to take hold of.  
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Discussion 
By understanding the lived experiences of residents in Blackburn, we have identified several             

socio-spatial dynamics that influence the processes of place-making within the context of informal             

settlements. In this section we will discuss the implications of these findings for different              

stakeholders. 

From the narratives of residents, it is evident that many young men and women are attracted to the                  

city for the opportunity to live a better life because there are more opportunities for paid income in                  

urban areas than rural areas. As an arrival city, Blackburn informal settlement serves as a platform                

for migrant workers to find a job and ultimately afford a better life in the city and/or where they                   

come from. Many intend to send remittances home. Finding a job however is more difficult than                

they might have believed. The main priority for the majority of people living in Blackburn is therefore                 

not to build a home in Blackburn but to find a job (wherever that may take them) and to save on                     

living costs while working towards a better life. 

The formal city does not offer the same affordable (and rent-free) living arrangements, location and               

access to a high concentration of low-skilled jobs within walking distance, or a space for people to                 

engage in informal livelihood strategies to support their income needs. Not only does Blackburn              

afford these functions for new arrivals and migrant labour but also for the urban poor in general.                 

Therefore in addition to being an arrival city, we agree with Dovey et. al (2015) that urban                 

informality is ‘a resource for managing poverty’ or ‘a practice through which residents manage the               

conditions of poverty’. The term arrival city has been useful in reframing the value of informal                

settlements in the way it offers opportunities to migrant labour, but the value of informal               

settlements extend to the urban poor at large. Ultimately terminology is best chosen in light of the                 

political appetite and support for informality or migrants. 

The formal and informal processes of allocating jobs (especially low skilled construction related jobs)              

through ward committees and area committees is a source of significant power for local              

gatekeepers. In this case study, Tongaat Hulett’s well-intentioned jobs and skills register has had the               

unintended consequence of exacerbating tensions among old and new committees which both want             

control over job allocations. The current tension between gatekeepers and the developer is only              

inhibiting the fair allocation of jobs. There is great value in the register/ database for matching                

jobseekers with appropriate skills training, however this cannot be seen to be taking power away               

from relevant gatekeepers.  

In other informal settlements experiencing insitu upgrades (Patel 2013), a strong community            

development committee is key to negotiating successful development of the informal settlement.            

Blackburn suffers from competing ward and area committees, and requires strong leadership            

legitimated by the residents themselves. 

One interviewee reflected that in Blackburn you can either “rise above or get swallowed by it”. This                 

is a very powerful statement by an educated person who saw the opportunity to save money while                 

living in Blackburn until her and her husband could pay for their own place to stay in a better area.                    

The opportunities that informal settlements offer, and what this interviewee reflected as rising             
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above one’s disadvantage echoes the description of informal settlements as          

pathways-out-of-poverty (Turok et al. 2017). However at the same time, it is possible to be               

swallowed by the challenges of living in an informal settlement and all the problems associated with                

lifestyle, which echo the counter description of informal settlements as a cul-de-sac or a poverty               

trap. We therefore argue that Blackburn is both a cul-de-sac and a pathway out of poverty.  

This finding should encourage researchers and policy makers to therefore think about people’s             

physical and social mobility. People who settle in Blackburn do not necessarily intend to stay there                

forever, and they will be replaced by new migrants. Through the narratives of Blackburn residents,               

many young people did not seem to have much hope in receiving a house; their priority was to get a                    

job and they would be prepared to move to another town or settlement if they could get a job                   

elsewhere. This finding has implications for the approach to upgrading the informal settlement. 

Currently, as is the case with many in-situ upgrades, the focus is primarily on basic infrastructure                

and tenure security. There is no doubt that basic infrastructure is necessary and demanded, so too is                 

tenure security but this can be in alternative forms. Instead of title deeds following the current                

housing delivery model, alternative forms of tenure security, such as permission to occupy or              

affordable leasehold, need to be considered.  

Any infrastructure must also consider the social dynamics at play in the management of such               

infrastructure. The problem of blocked toilets came up again and again in the narratives of residents                

in Blackburn. Currently, the maintenance, management and servicing of communal ablution blocks is             

outsourced to local residents. This apparently was at the request of local committees. However, it               

appears that these contractors are not maintaining the toilets appropriately and there is no recourse               

for the residence. It is critical that all infrastructure and technological improvements adopt             

appropriate management for them to be maintained.  

Another problem relating to the management of public space and communal infrastructure is that              

there does not appear to be a strong sense of community cohesion and community responsibility               

(this is especially the feeling that the Indian families reported). The large and transient population of                

Blackburn informal settlement may be a contributing factor in this regard.  

One of the major findings in our study is around the political tensions that exist in Blackburn that                  

play out most significantly in people’s ability to access employment. As mentioned, the tension and               

competition between committees and the interference from Tongaat Hulett creates a dynamic of             

not only fragmented leadership, but a leadership void. The power dynamics are one of the biggest                

challenges the community faces in terms of people getting access to income and employment, to               

being engaged and participating in the Cornubia Development, and will continue to be a hurdle for                

future prospects of skills training and future access to employment. While hiring local labour for               

construction jobs for example is critical, the way in which this policy plays out is problematic and                 

perpetuates this power dynamic. What is seriously lacking is municipal leadership by way of the               

ward councillor to negotiate and provide some resolution to the power dynamic that exists. This is                

the responsibility of the ward councillor, although the community doesn’t allow him that authority,              

nor does he take it on. In an informal conversation with municipal representatives, they too believe                

the responsibility is on the ward councillor to step up and work to find a mutual ground that all                   
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committees can operate from, while still ensuring the needs of the community are heard and               

transparently represented.  

Another important finding, which is related but also separate to the one above, relates to the                

broader development and planning processes that impact and shape the way spaces like Blackburn              

are treated and understood. As we made clear in our literature, it is essential to reframe informal                 

settlements in a way that looks at them as spaces of and opportunities for innovation, not just for                  

the residents but also for development practitioners, which includes private developers like Tongaat             

Hulett. The private developer imperative for protecting and guaranteeing their return is noted, but              

current mechanisms (financing, land-use, planning) constrict these actors in a way that doesn’t allow              

for innovation, especially when it comes to taking on the risk that is inherent in low-income housing                 

delivery. While it is in the interest of Tongaat Hulett and the municipality to provide affordable                

housing, and to utilise local labour in the process, this approach will not significantly address the                

housing backlog in the way it has been framed, nor will it solve the problem of informal settlements,                  

especially in light of the current global development narrative around rapid urbanisation. Cities and              

the demand for cheap accomodation in “arrival” spaces will continue to grow, and rather than               

hoping that skills development will increase affordability of those arriving, the right approach would              

be to proactively anticipate, acknowledge and come to terms with the housing demand - cheap or                

free basic rental housing in close proximity to jobs. However, innovation in housing delivery will be                

severely hindered by two factors: lack of innovative financing mechanisms, and lack of participation              

or engagement of the community.  

In terms of financing mechanisms, Tongaat Hulett admitted that financing low-income rental housing             

is difficult, and that the numbers have to work in order for it to be feasible. This is a challenge for                     

many developers. In lieu of the municipality or national government having flexible or innovative              

financing mechanisms, there are good examples of developers innovating in financing within these             

limitations. A study by McManus (2017) documents these innovations, where a developer in             

Johannesburg was able to deliver rental units at R750 - R800 per person sharing, through accessing                

cheap sub-prime, developmentally focussed financing, innovating on the design of the units to lower              

upfront capital costs, and using tactics like pre-paid shower cards and cross-subsidisation to lower              

the operating costs. These same practices are possible in Blackburn and the space of land that                

Tongaat is looking to developer rental accommodation.  

In terms of participation and engagement, it is essential to understand what the resident’s              

accommodation needs are, and to capture the opportunities and limitations of this group. It is               

essential that those currently living in Blackburn but who won’t receive a house in Cornubia are                

prioritised for rental accommodation. Otherwise, regardless if their shack is removed and they are              

asked to leave, they will undoubtedly rebuild somewhere else close by. Therefore, the only way to                

genuinely address informal settlements, especially in the context of the Cornubia Development, is to              

cater to the accommodation needs of these residents. This accommodation could be offered with              

socioeconomic programmes and co-management programmes, especially for those who might not           

have income but need a place to stay. To capture these needs, we recommend and have developed                 

a detailed concept note for a visioning exercise that meaningfully engages the community to express               

their needs and understand their limitations. If developers continue to develop housing models             

based on the agenda set out by municipalities, their own agendas, and a mindset of “build and they                  
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will come”, then informal settlements will continue to exist and people will continue to flock to the                 

city in search of jobs and in need of  cheap or free accommodation.  

Conclusion 
When we set out on this project, we anticipated that the Cornubia development would play a role in                  

the way people related to Blackburn, to each other, to their sense of place and home, and to their                   

experience of in situ upgrading. While Cornubia does influence an element of their narrative, it is                

also just another development in the long list of developments that have passed many residents by.                

If you are driving along the N3 heading north, it is quite easy to miss Blackburn altogether, to not                   

even realise it is there. But once inside, it is as though you have stepped into a small city of travellers                     

in search of a better life, an “arrival city”, a place where one takes their first step towards rising                   

above poverty and claiming a foothold on the range of opportunities city life offers. While popular                

belief would tell you these migrants are here for a free house, the hum and buzz of the community                   

shout out a different word - a resounding “jobs”. People are here for work.  

Housing and home play a functional role, which means that sense of place and place identities are                 

constantly shifting, shaped by a transient population with a common need - convenience, proximity,              

flexibility, and affordability. One can assume that this is not unique to Blackburn, but is and will                 

continue to be a common trait in cities of the global South, as development trends predict rapid                 

urbanisation to cities.  

There are many aspects about Blackburn that are common across all informal settlements - self-built               

housing, densely populated, a history of substandard services, a level of illegality, and many people               

trying to make a life in the city. Where Blackburn is unique is in its particularly relevant and                  

significant location - on the outskirts and to be included in Cornubia - one of KZN’s largest affordable                  

housing developments. If the development community is able to shift their thinking and the ways in                

which informal settlements are problematized, Blackburn sits as a potential experimentation ground            

for new ways of housing migrant labour, a new way of housing the urban poor, and a new way of                    

engaging with these communities.  

By understanding the lived experiences of residents in Blackburn and the processes of place identity               

construction, we have highlighted the opportunities and value of informal settlements not only the              

problems and infrastructure related challenges, but as spaces for innovation, opportunity and            

experimentation. This has reframed the “problem” to show that new approaches are needed for              

housing the urban poor. Emphasising the arrival city functions has helped to do this, however we                

recognise that the term arrival city has its limitations and that informal settlements may evolve and                

provide more functions for non-migrants. Further research that looks at socioeconomic programmes            

alongside innovations in low-cost housing could provide value in how Tongaat Hulett moves forward              

with relocating or rehousing those who will not receive a house in Cornubia. In addition, research on                 

power dynamics in informal settlements, the factors influencing community cohesion, and the role             

of leadership structures and access to employment would also be of value.  
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Appendix 

Method in detail 

Due to the nature of the research questions, we felt focusing on qualitative data was the most                 

appropriate approach. We initially envisioned doing this through semi-structured interviews and           

focus groups with open-ended questions, but as we began our data collection process, we realised               

that we needed to be more flexible and unstructured. What this meant for our approach was to                 

conduct site visits without a set plan of who we would interview, ask them to tell us about the                   

history of Blackburn from their perspective, and what their story was, and from there start to ask                 

questions around the research questions, while also letting the conversation be flexible and             

comfortable. In terms of sampling, this meant our sample was completely random, and was largely               

based on who was around and in the neighbourhood on that day. We did take some                

recommendations from people when they were provided, and did target a few people (such as               

community leaders) that might have a better understanding of the community as well as individual               

experience, but the participants were not pre-selected.  

In terms of facilitation and translation, we used a number of different approaches. Initially, we               

worked with a few different local facilitators to assist us with getting participants for the focus                

group, although we ultimately moved away from this approach. Next, we worked with other local               

facilitators who assisted us on one of our walkabouts. The reason behind this was because when we                 

attempted the walk-about without any community representative, people were very nervous about            

who we were, what they could and couldn’t say because of who they were loyal to. The facilitators                  

introduced us to people and also translated some, but ultimately we began to realise that they were                 

politically aligned, and represented a specific group of people and so would take us to interview                

specific people. We started to get the sense that people were monitoring what they were saying                

based on their presence, so from that point forward, we conducted site visits on our own with the                  

help of our own hired Xhosa speaking facilitator. This proved much more neutral and we managed to                 

gain the trust of people we interviewed.  

Our initial site visits where we attempted the focus groups and the interviews took place in August                 

2017 - March 2018. In the May 2018 update, we expressed our dilemma with organising focus                

groups and getting participants, and the project team advised us to take the walk-about approach.               

We started this in June 2018, and carried on with this until December 2018. It was over this 6 month                    

period where we collected the bulk of our data. We conducted site visits every 1 - 2 weeks for a few                     

hours at a time, with at least 1 team member and 1 facilitator/ translator present. For each person                  

interviewed, we got either written or verbal consent, took down their phone number and cell               

provider, and sent them R10 airtime as compensation. In the Appendix of this report, we have                

included a more detailed account of how our methodology evolved, how we analysed and processed               

our data, and some of the lessons and limitations. 
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Data collection 

After having quite a bit of initial difficulty with implementing our proposed methodology, we              

consulted with the project administration team and they advised us to not focus too much on the                 

methodology but to rather focus on building up trust and presence in the community by doing site                 

visits and walkabouts, perhaps bringing along a recorder with us and seeing what we can capture.                

Our first attempt at this was definitely a step up from failed focus groups and no show interviewees,                  

but we also started to realise issues with the questions we were asking and the way we were framing                   

our project. Our questions of belonging and concept of home were both too abstract and difficult to                 

connect with for the residents of Blackburn. They were uncertain about the purpose of the research                

and how the research would be applied. We assumed that they were not familiar with this type of                  

Blue Skies research and they struggled to see the link between our questions and normal               

developmental outcomes associated with research in these areas. We decided that perhaps asking             

different questions that were easier to understand and easier to relate to might help people open up                 

more and shed light on the concepts and ideas we were trying to unpack.  

We reframed the purpose of our research telling people that we wanted to collect the personal                

stories of people to write the “History of Blackburn” by the people who live here. We asked people                  

how and why they came to Blackburn and what it was like living in Blackburn then compared to now.                   

We asked them how living in Blackburn is different from where they came from, whether they hope                 

to live elsewhere someday and why they still live here. 

These questions proved to be much better conversation starters and we were able to ask questions                

relating to the built environment, concepts of home, sense of belonging and experiences of              

neighbourliness. 

This pivot is what laid the basis for the remainder of our fieldwork and allowed us to tap into the                    

narratives and place identities discussed in our analysis. Considering we were abandoning the photo              

narrative methodology, but still wanted to have a creative and innovative output from this project,               

(not to mention the importance of sharing findings in different ways) we decided that we would use                 

the recorded stories to develop a podcast about the history of Blackburn.  

Our final approach to data collection methodology was comprised of conducting 8-10 site visits with               

2-3 team members whereby we would walk around knocking on people’s doors and told them we                

were working on a project that documents the history and lived experience of Blackburn. We would                

present this as a way to get people talking about a subject that was relatable and easy to                  

understand. Essentially, we asked them to tell us their story. This actually ended up working quite                

nicely, and people were very keen and willing to open up to us. Through their stories, we started to                   

piece together both the individual narratives that formed collective narratives and the place             

identities that exist in Blackburn. Through this methodology, we managed to interview an additional              

15 people, bringing our total participant group to just over 30 participants.  

The walk-about methodology and asking people to reflect on their history of staying in Blackburn               

worked well for two main reasons. Firstly, walking door to door allowed us to access people in their                  

comfort zone, without having to organise people into a specific time and space, which had proven                

difficult before. Secondly, this style of communication was also useful because of the open ended               
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nature of the questions. When asking people about their history of living in Blackburn, we weren’t                

really sure about the response we were going to get, but through asking about the history, we                 

rationalized that participants would most likely tell us about their lived experiences in Blackburn. It               

also allowed us to connect with the participants on something more relatable rather than the               

abstract concepts in the research questions. Because of the nature of the questions, we were able to                 

connect with participants and start an organic conversation to dig deeper into the research              

questions.  

 

Data capture & analysis 

We ended up with a number of different forms of data which all informed our findings. Firstly, we                  

had audio data from the second focus group attempt. We then had a lot of audio data from the                   

walkabouts we did, these were anywhere from 5 minutes to 30 minutes or longer. All of our audio                  

recordings were transcribed and translated if necessary. We also had quite a big collection of photos.                

These were from our own photographing during site visits, but also includes the photographs that               

were taken during the second focus group attempt. While there weren’t our main source of data,                

they do add an additional layer and allow us to look back at some of the spaces and built                   

environment. Another interesting data source we looked at was Google satellite mapping which             

helped us see the growth in density from 2002. We knew people were expressing that Blackburn had                 

grown substantially, but the satellite imagery confirmed this for us. Lastly, we had a few site visit                 

notes or recordings we made with our observations. Below is a table that captures this into a                 

summary: 

Data source Quantity 

Participants in focus group 1 9 

Participants in focus group 2 6 

Interviews with audio recordings 23 

Interviews transcribed and translated 
records 

20 

Feedback surveys captured  

Site visits ±17 

Site visit photos 54 

Participant photos 19 

Google satellite images 12 
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Our analysis process took place through 3 different methods - illustration, creating a podcast, and               

post-coding in Nvivo. As part of the requirement of this project, we had to present our findings back                  

to the community in some creative and engaging way to get their feedback. We did this through                 

presenting an illustration that tells the story of migrating to Blackburn, both from the Indian               

perspective and the Eastern Cape perspective, and including a few phrases on the illustration that               

people could respond to as a way to give us feedback. The illustration depicts a roadmap in a way                   

with key dates, and a road that leads to Blackburn, with the phrases, and then a horizon so we could                    

ask people about their vision or dreams for the future of Blackburn.  

Figure 1: Illustration of the History of Blackburn from residents’ narratives 

 

This process forced us to meet the illustrator and basically tell her the entire story of Blackburn as                  

we understood it. We were aware that there were parts of the story that were sensitive and needed                  

to be left out of the illustration, but we divulged into all the details. This started to get us thinking                    

about what narratives had emerged, what stood out in our minds, and what were sensitive subjects                

that weren’t easily talked about. Our plan was to display the illustration on a wall somewhere that                 

people could see, pass by, and provide feedback. We thought iThuba center would be a good                

location, so we approached Tongaat Hulett and eThekwini representatives to first get their             

permission. Unfortunately, the eThekwini representative was concerned about the repercussions          

our illustration could have because it shows a story of migrants (Eastern Cape) coming to               

KwaZulu-Natal and considering some of these people will be receiving houses in Cornubia, they              

thought this might put some people at risk as it depicts “foreigners” receiving homes rather than                

KZN residents receiving homes based on the housing “list” that everyone believes to exist. Because               

of these concerns, we were not able to display this illustration and had to turn the phrases into a                   

feedback survey that was disseminated and collected for analysis.  

The next process that informed our analysis was the process of developing a podcast. The first step                 

to this was storyboarding, which again required us to think through what needed to go into the                 

podcast and what the story was that we wanted to tell. We also knew that we wanted to have direct                    

quotes from the interviews. To do this, we loaded all of our transcripts into NVivo, and then started                  

coding for initial themes. We then linked the relevant themes with the storyline of the podcast and                 

pulled quotes from these categories. From here, we took the themes that came out strongly and let                 

this form the basis of our storyline. For example, one of the main themes that came was that people                   

aren’t really looking to move to Cornubia, but that they would rather a job because they came to                  

Blackburn looking for work. Another example of some of a theme that came out was around safety                 

and children. We used Nvivo to code and store quotes of the themes we wanted to include in the                   
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podcast. We then had to conduct spotting - this essentially is going to the audio file, listening to the                   

interview, and finding the exact timestamp of the quote we wanted to include. We went through a                 

few iterations of the podcast, forcing us to deeply engage with the story we were putting forth and                  

interpreting from our interviews. What we ended up with is a two-part podcast. The first part details                 

the story of how people came to be in Blackburn and why they have stayed (jobs) despite really poor                   

conditions. The second part is around some of the development challenges facing Blackburn             

especially in light the Cornubia development taking place, such as corruption or unclear processes              

for housing allocation, the political tensions around getting employment, and the jobs or housing              

debate. 

The last processing activity was again in Nvivo, but specifically for answering the research questions.               

The “codes” we used were the research questions, and we then went through the interviews/               

transcripts for each question to gather evidence and direct quotes that related to each research               

question. This is what we used for the bulk of our analysis in the report, but the previous two                   

processes aided us substantially in understanding and engaging deeply with our data. Once we              

finished the last round of coding by research question, we then created a table with a detailed                 

outline of the points we wanted to make in each section based on the evidence and quotes we had                   

gathered under each section. We used place identities and place making as an analytical lens through                

which to understand the narratives of home and neighbourliness experienced by residents living in              

Blackburn informal settlement. As applied by Dixon and Durrheim (2004) and Lombard (2014), we use               

place identities and place-making to better understand the relationship between spatial and social             

experiences of this informal settlement.  

 

Lessons for other researchers 

Due to the number of issues we encountered with engaging and gaining access in the community,                

we felt that there were a number of important lessons we learned that other researchers might find                 

of value. 

1. Plan in time to understand the dynamics around engagement or the history of engagement              

(engagement assessment) when planning your methodology. Plan for time to change the            

methodology if necessary.  

2. Think about how you will pitch the project and ask questions to the participants, and be sure                 

that this pitch is easy to understand while also still answering your research questions.  

3. If the project allows, step outside of the research paper framework to share findings and               

analysis, and utilize different modes to do this to ground the researcher’s understanding of              

their findings deeper while producing different platforms for sharing depending on the            

audience.  

Firstly, we learned that engaging with and gaining access to a community isn’t as easy as just                 

showing up. When we did the group report back, and heard about the relatively seamless               

engagement experience from another team working in an informal settlement, we found ourselves             
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asking why we had such a difficult time organising with people. We realised that part of this was                  

because Blackburn village doesn’t have a long history of engagement, especially not with a              

consistent person or group. Their experience of engagement has mainly been people coming to do a                

project or collecting information from them and are never seen again. For this reason, Blackburn               

residents seemed a little sceptical and hesitant to trust us and participate in our attempts at group                 

discussions. Further, we came to realise the political tensions also made people very unsure about               

whether or not we were politically affiliated and what the repercussions would be if they               

participated. In hindsight, this would have been difficult to decipher, but all of these elements made                

the prospects of focus group discussions quite unlikely. What we suggest is that if the research                

process allows, try to understand the history of engagement and what organising dynamics might              

exist before deciding on your methodology in a certain context. If a methodology has to be chosen                 

before you have an opportunity to do this, then plan in time to test the methodology and change if                   

necessary. If possible, plan for an “engagement plan assessment” that will help you understand the               

best way to engage with the community, and have a range of methodology options depending on                

potential issues. Further, when choosing your methodology, especially if you are aiming for a more               

creative methodology, take careful consideration to determine what methodology will be the most             

appropriate for your context.  

The next lesson we learned was around asking the research questions and pitching your project in                

the right way. In our initial engagements, we were pitching the research project according to the                

terms used in our proposal. What we started to realise is that people weren’t connecting with the                 

way we were pitching the project and the questions we were asking. It became clear that we                 

needed to rethink how we were pitching and talking about the project to our potential participants,                

and that perhaps we needed to be asking different questions that would still get people comfortable                

with talking and opening up. This when we decided to shift our questions away from “feelings of                 

belonging” and “meanings attached to home” and onto asking about people’s stories and the history               

of Blackburn. This made an immediate difference and people began to open up more readily, now                

talking about something more personal and easier to relate to. Our suggestion here would be to                

think about how you will pitch the project and ask questions to the participants, and be sure that this                   

pitch is easy to understand while also still answering your research questions.  

Lastly, we found the processes of developing other outputs (illustration and podcast) very             

informative for our analysis and thinking through how our findings could be useful for a range of                 

audiences. In many cases, the analysis process doesn’t normally take one through activities like              

storyboarding, or require one to explain the findings to a person with no contextual reference. While                

we didn’t initially plan for either of these processes to be part of our project, their role in the project                    

was very useful in distilling our ideas and flushing them out multiple times. The lesson we drew from                  

this is that stepping outside of the research paper as the main way to share findings and analysis is                   

an informative way of immersing oneself deeper into the data while producing different platforms              

for sharing with different audiences. 

Limitations: 

There were a number of limitations in our study that should be acknowledged. These limitations can                

be understood in terms of limitations on the ground and limitations with the research process.               
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Limitations on the ground refers to challenges we experienced with carrying out the project in the                

way we initially envisioned. Limitations with the research process refer to limitations with the              

structure of the project, applicability to other spaces and replicability.  

Limitations on the ground 

Firstly, the fact that the research team was mainly two young white females didn’t really play in our                  

favour. This created some difficulties with safety and language, and in our case, presented some               

tension in establishing a rapport with the community. There were some technological limitations             

that prevented us from conducting our research with the method we initially planned on. We would                

have liked to carry out the journey mapping, with participants answering a photo prompt about the                

places they travel to and documenting their journey along the way, but this wasn’t feasible as many                 

people didn’t possess a cell phone that could take photos and we didn’t have the resources or trust                  

to lend cell phones out. This technological limitation also made the photo narrative methodology not               

feasible. The challenges with our methodology also presented a limitation in that the difficulty with               

organizing people on a specific day and time made conducting focus group sessions extremely              

difficult. Another limitation was in how we were able to provide feedback to the community. As                

mentioned in our methodology section, we initially planned to do this by sharing back the illustration                

that was done for us. However, we felt it was necessary to first get the permission of Tongaat Hulett                   

and the municipality because we wanted to display the illustration in their building in Blackburn. We                

sent the illustration to all the necessary people, and they ended up refusing permission because they                

were concerned the illustration could potentially cause issues. We ended up having to turn our               

illustration into a survey, which didn’t have the same engaging effect that we were aiming for.  

 

Limitations with the research process  

There are some high-level limitations that exist in our study as well, relating more to the research                 

process itself. First and foremost, researcher framing and distortions must be acknowledged, as it is               

virtually impossible to be completely unbiased as a researcher. Qualitative research in and of itself               

has limitations in that it is theory building and applies to a very specific context, it helps us                  

understand other spaces, but our findings are limited to the people we interviewed in Blackburn.               

There were also limitations to the people we interviewed - our sample size was small, which means                 

our findings aren’t necessarily true for all Blackburn residents considering the settlement is roughly              

4000 people and our sample size was about 30. The unstructured nature of our interviews means                

that not all participants answered all the exact same questions. We were also limited with enough                

time to build a strong foundation of trust with the community that might have allowed other                

narratives to come out, such as narratives around violence, abuse, crime and depression. These              

issues undoubtedly exist, but didn’t come up in our discussions. We also feel that there is limited                 

voice of eThekwini representatives despite the role of authorities in the housing issue and in               

Blackburn specifically. We interviewed one person who was working within the Municipality on the              

Cornubia Development project but she was a consultant and didn’t fully represent the views of the                

city. Lastly, in order to truly capture how place identities change over time, and how upgrading                

impacts on place identities, one would need to conduct a longitudinal study and interview residents               
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after the upgrading was complete. Blackburn has been partially upgraded, but not fully and              

therefore our findings only speak to the lived experience of an informal settlement in the process of                 

receiving in-situ upgrades.  
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